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Plant pathogens in the genus Phytophthora are known to cause disease on field crops,
nursery plants, and forest trees. The best known example probably is Phytophthora infestans,
which triggered the infamous Irish potato famine. Other important Phytophthora species include:
P. ramorum (sudden oak death pathogen), P. sojae (soybean root rot pathogen) and P.
cinnamomi (broad host range root rot pathogen). Knowledge and understanding of a pathogen’s
host range, geographic distribution, genetic diversity, and evolutionary potential is a key to
successful disease management. This thesis focused on using phylogeographic principles
combined with genomics tools to answer questions regarding the expansion from the center of
origin of P. infestans, identifying the putative center of origin for P. cinnamomi and evolution of
RxLR (Arginine-any amino acid-Leucine-Arginine) effector genes in three Phytophthora
species.
A pathogen’s biology at its center of origin may be different compared to other
geographical regions. This has been well demonstrated for the late blight pathogen P. infestans.

Toluca Valley of Mexico is considered the center of origin of P. infestans, where it reproduces
sexually and both mating types exist in a 1:1 ratio. Very few studies have looked into the
population structure outside of Toluca Valley, but still in Mexico. We performed a detailed
analyses using microsatellite markers and identified a gradient of genetic diversity in P. infestans
populations outside of the Toluca Valley.
We used evidence of equal mating type frequencies, high genetic diversity, sexual
reproduction combined with phylogenetics to identify the putative center of origin of broad host
range pathogen P. cinnamomi from a global population sample. Our result suggests Asia as the
center of origin for the broad host range pathogen P. cinnamomi and subsequent migration out of
Asia to Australia and Africa.
Phytophthora species secrete numerous effectors during the process of infection which
are thought to modulate the host defense system. One such class of effector is RxLR which help
promote the infection and colonization of host cells. Some of these RxLR effectors can be
targeted by plant resistance genes to initiate a defense response. The question of which of these
genes have been conserved or lost during the evolution of Phytophthora species is largely
unknown. Therefore, we used whole genome sequence data and a comparative genomics
approach to test the hypothesis of variation in RxLR gene content in three Phytophthora clade
1C species. Our analysis demonstrated both conservation and proliferation of RxLR genes in
these species along with high sequence diversity. We also observed emergence of a virulent
allele for effector Avr3a in the modern isolates of P. infestans. Balancing selection has acted on
the RxLR genes maintaining the high sequence diversity. The ascertainment bias due to mapping
of short sequencing reads to the single reference genome was further quantified by assembling
the unmapped reads and predicting genes shared by all isolates of P. infestans.

Overall, this thesis broadens our phylogeographic and evolutionary understanding of
pathogen Phytophthora species. A key to breeding for disease resistance is highly dependent on
the effector repertoire of a pathogen and thus our work can help breeders to screen for resistance
gene against the late blight pathogen.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
1.1 Oomycetes and Phytophthora pathogens
Oomycetes are a group of organisms that are closely related to brown algae and diatoms
even though their morphology resembles those of fungi (Kamoun 2003; Adhikari et al. 2013).
Members of this group have diverse life styles. They range from free living water molds to
pathogens of plants, mammals, fish and insects (Kamoun 2006; Martin and Loper 1999; Presser
and Goss 2015). The plant pathogenic genus Phytophthora in this group causes severe yield loss
in field crops, forest trees and threatens plant biodiversity (Haas et al. 2009; Tyler 2007;
Grünwald et al. 2012; Hardham and Blackman 2018). Phytophthora infestans is a notable
pathogen which is responsible for Irish potato famine in the 1840s (Fry et al. 2015). P. infestans
causes late blight disease in Solanaceous crops like potatoes and tomatoes and costs involved in
managing the disease are very high globally (Fry et al. 2015; Haverkort et al. 2008). Other
important plant pathogens in the group include Phytophthora sojae, Phytophthora ramorum and
Phytophthora cinnamomi. P. sojae is a soybean (Glycine max) pathogen and causes stem and
root rot (Tyler 2007). It also causes pre and post-emergence damping off under high water
saturation. P. ramorum causes the disease sudden oak death and is significant on oaks in
California, Oregon and Europe (Grünwald et al. 2012). P. ramorum also infects Rhododendron
in nurseries. P. cinnamomi is a broad host range pathogen and is primarily associated with hard
woods and nursery crops (Hardham and Blackman 2018). P. cinnamomi causes dieback and is
well known as the jarrah dieback pathogen (Eucalyptus marginata) in Australia (Dell and
Malajczuk 1989; Hardham and Blackman 2018). In general, Phytophthora reproduces both
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sexually and clonally (Erwin and Ribeiro 1996; Fry et al. 2015). Sexual reproduction takes place
in presence of two opposite mating types named A1 and A2. This feature is termed
heterothallism. Oospores are the result of sexual crossing however some species are self-fertile.
The oospore can act as primary inoculum to initiate infections or act as survival structures that
remain viable in soil for a number of years (Fry et al. 2015). Sexual reproduction is a primary
source of genetic variation in Phytophthora species and usually observed at its center of origin or
diversity. For example high genetic variation for P. infestans is observed in central Mexico
which is regarded as its center of origin but can also be observed in parts of northern Europe
(Yuen and Andersson 2013; Goss et al. 2014). However, for other species like P. ramorum and
P. cinnamomi the center of origin or diversity is not known. Once an epidemic starts, sporangia
(asexual spores) develops on the leaf. These spores serve as secondary inoculum in the disease
cycle. Under cold and wet conditions, zoospores which are the motile spores develop inside the
sporangia and swarm out into leaf-surface water to start new infections whereas under warm
temperature, sporangia can germinate directly to initiate infection. The rate and quantity of
sporangia production play a critical role in Phytophthora disease epidemics (Shakya et al. 2015).
1.2 Phytophthora phylogeny and variation between and within species
Initial inferences on the Phytophthora evolutionary history were based on their
morphology (Erwin and Ribeiro 1996). This included shape and size of sporangia, mating types
and the ability to form oospores (Erwin and Ribeiro 1996). However, with the development of
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and sequencing tools our understanding of placement of
certain Phytophthora species into a phylogenetic framework significantly improved our
understanding of this group. The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region was first used to create
a genus wide phylogeny of Phytophthora species (Cooke et al. 2000). Kroon et al. (2004) used
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four nuclear and mitochondrial loci and (Blair et al. 2008)) used seven nuclear genetic markers to
construct Phytophthora phylogenies. Multi locus phylogenies and phylogenies based of whole
genome sequences have become more common with an aim to provide the fine scale resolution
of Phytophthora evolutionary history (McCarthy and Fitzpatrick 2017; Blair et al. 2008). A
recent phylogeny from Yang et al. (2017) used seven nuclear genetic markers from 180
Phytophthora species and showed a correlation with the evolution of various sporangial forms.
Phylogenetic placement of Phytophthora taxa has heavily relied on nuclear and
mitochondrial genes; however, variation within Phytophthora species exists and it has added a
new layer of complexity in understanding the diversity within species and even identifying new
species. In case of P. infestans , isozyme polymorphisms and later restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP) using the moderately repetitive probe RG57 were used to classify P.
infestans into clonal lineages (Goodwin 1995; Goodwin et al. 1992). These techniques were
considered a gold standard to classify P. infestans into clonal lineages. Simple Sequence Repeats
(SSR) or microsatellites markers are now being widely used and have replaced RFLP markers
(Li et al. 2013). SSR markers are used not only to genotype individuals but also to ask questions
about their genetic relatedness and mode of reproduction (Wang et al. 2017; Shakya et al. 2018).
Similarly, in P. cinnamomi SSR markers have been used to identify clusters of clonal lineages in
Australia and South Africa. However, the global population structure of the pathogen has not
been studied (Linde et al. 1999; Engelbrecht et al. 2017). Kamvar et al. (2015) used
microsatellites markers to infer the patterns of multiple introduction of P. ramorum into Curry
County in Oregon.
Whole genome sequence data and genome wide SNPs are now being used to study the
variation between and within species and ask biological questions relevant to genome evolution.
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This is critical in understanding how these changes have contributed towards the adaptation to
their hosts (Raffaele et al. 2010a; Knaus et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2017). Fine
scale genomic analyses using whole genome sequences were used to identify a shared common
ancestor between US-11 and US-18 clonal lineages of P. infestans (Knaus et al. 2016). Similarly,
identification of rapidly evolving pathogenicity genes, genes necessary for host colonization and
use of avirulence genes to breed for disease resistance have driven the majority of the modern
genomic research. However, the conservation and diversity of pathogenicity genes in
Phytophthora at the global population scale is largely unknown (Cooke et al. 2012).
1.3 Effector genes in Phytophthora species
Plants have evolved two layers of immune systems to defend against invading
pathogens (Jones and Dangl 2006). The first layer of defense consists of receptor-like kinases
(RLKs) which recognize conserved pathogen signals called pathogen-associated-molecularpatterns (PAMP). This interaction initiates an immune response called PAMP triggered
immunity (PTI) (Jones and Dangl 2006). A second layer of defense consists of nucleotide
binding leucine rich repeat (NB-LRR) proteins. These proteins are primarily resistance genes (R
genes) which recognize effector molecules from the pathogen that upon recognition trigger
immunity called effector triggered immunity (ETI) (Jones and Dangl 2006).
Secretion of effectors by pathogens suppress the basal immunity and promote infection
and colonization (Jones and Dangl 2006). One of the characteristic features of the genus
Phytophthora is that it encodes numerous effector proteins (Haas et al. 2009; Stam et al. 2013).
Two major classes of effector proteins have been characterized in Phytophthora species. First,
RxLR (Arginine-any amino acid- Leucine-Arginine) effectors which contain a conserved RxLR
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(Arginine-any amino acid-Leucine-Arginine) domain at the N terminal region of the gene
sequence. Some RxLR effectors can be recognized by host resistance genes to initiate a
programmed cell death response (Bos et al. 2006). RxLR effector content in a few economically
important Phytophthora species are known. However, RxLR content in sister species are not
known. RxLR effectors are thought to evolve via positive selection and be excessively diverse
compared to housekeeping genes (Bos et al. 2010, 2006). A second class of effector proteins in
the Phytophthora genus are “Crinkler effectors” named after the CRinkling and Necrosis (CRN)
disease phenotype (Stam et al. 2013; Schornack et al. 2010; Haas et al. 2009). Similar to RxLR
effectors, CRN effectors have a signal peptide, a highly conserved functional LFLAK (LeucinePhenylalanine-Leucine-Alanine-Lysine) motif and a diverse C-terminal functional domain (Stam
et al. 2013; Schornack et al. 2010; Haas et al. 2009). The LFLAK motif has been shown to be
important for the translocation of crinklers genes.
Phytophthora species have developed several mechanisms to evade being recognized by
plant resistance genes. Some of these include loss of avirulence genes, single nucleotide
polymorphisms, and gene expression polymorphisms. Avr1 is a virulence factor which promotes
infection and colonization (Du et al. 2015). When co infiltrated with R1 resistance gene, Avr1
elicits a hypersensitive response in Nicotiana benthamiana. P. infestans isolates virulent on R1
plants have lost the Avr1 gene (Du et al. 2015). Similarly, another cytoplasmic effector Avr3a
confers avirulence in plants carrying the R3a gene (Bos et al. 2006). Allelic variation in the
Avr3a gene determines avirulence. The Avr3aKI allele (K80, I103) confers avirulence whereas
the Avr3aEM (E80, I103) allele is virulent on R3a plants. Therefore, understanding the
presence/absence and sequence polymorphism in effector genes becomes crucial for breeding
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plants for disease resistance against P. infestans. Comparison of these effector genes in closely
related Phytophthora species also sheds light on the evolution of these genes.
1.4 Aim of the dissertation
This dissertation aims at expanding our knowledge and understanding of population
diversity, phylogeography of Phytophthora species within and outside the center of origin and
evolution of RxLR genes in three closely related Phytophthora species. To address these
questions, various molecular markers including microsatellites, single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) and whole genome sequence data are being applied.
1.4.1 Summary of chapter 2
Chapter 2 focuses on understanding the population dynamics of Phytophthora infestans
outside of its center of origin. The Toluca valley of Mexico is considered as the center of origin
of P. infestans (Goss et al. 2014). This is based on the facts that both mating types (A1 and A2)
occur in equal frequencies central Mexico, populations reproduce sexually, populations are
genetically diverse, and sister species of P. infestans coexist in the Toluca valley. The majority
of the previous work has focused on the Toluca Valley. Only one study looked into the
population structure of P. infestans outside of the Toluca valley (Wang et al. 2017). Here, we
aim at testing the hypothesis of a gradient in genetic diversity in P. infestans outside of the
Toluca valley. We used publicly available data combined with our recent sampling of P.
infestans in Mexico which was further genotyped using microsatellite markers.
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1.4.2 Summary of chapter 3
In chapter 3 we aim to identify the center of origin of the broad host range pathogen
Phytophthora cinnamomi. Various hypotheses have been proposed regarding the center of origin
of P. cinnamomi. One hypothesis is that P. cinnamomi originated in Asia; however, this has not
been tested extensively. Here, we sampled a global population of P. cinnamomi and performed
genotyping by sequencing (GBS) to test the hypothesis of Asia as a candidate center of origin.
This work supports Asia as a candidate center of origin for this pathogen and shows evidence for
existence of two dominant pan global, clonal lineages of A2 mating type.
1.4.3 Summary of chapter 4
Phytophthora species secrete RxLR effector to modulate host defenses. These effectors
are thought to be evolving continuously to evade recognition by plant resistance genes. Chapter 4
is a comparative genomic study of the evolution of RxLR genes in three closely related
Phytophthora species. P. infestans, P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae are species in clade 1c of
Phytophthora. P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae do not cause a significant economic loss and
therefore are probably understudied. However, they provide an excellent resource for
comparative evolutionary studies. RxLR gene content and variation in P. ipomoeae and P.
mirabilis are not known. Therefore, we identified the core RxLR effectors among the three clade
1c Phytophthora species and characterized the patterns of diversity observed in these genes.
1.4.4 Summary of chapter 5
The majority of resequencing projects involve mapping short sequencing reads against a
linear reference genome. However, during this process some percentage of reads do not map and
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are usually ignored from any kind of analysis (Whitacre et al. 2015; Weide et al. 2016; Gouin et
al. 2015; Faber-Hammond and Brown 2016b; Cooke et al. 2012). Chapter 5 focuses on studying
the metagenomic composition of Phytophthora reads that failed to map to the reference genome.
This is achieved by assembling the unmapped reads and gene calling to identify genes that are
absent from the reference P. infestans T30-4 isolate. This work provides impetus for
characterizing unmapped reads in comparative genomic analyses to avoid bias in genes missing
by chance due to assembly artifacts.
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Variation in genetic diversity of Phytophthora infestans populations in Mexico from the
center of origin outwards
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2.1 Abstract
The Toluca valley located in central Mexico is thought to be the center of origin of the
potato late blight pathogen Phytophthora infestans. We characterized over 500 individuals of P.
infestans sampled from populations with a geographical distance of more than 400 km in six
regions adjacent to the Toluca Valley in three states including Michoacán, Mexico, and Tlaxcala.
Our sampling occurred on a predominant East to West gradient and showed significant genetic
differentiation. The most Western sampling location found in Michoacán was most differentiated
from the other populations. Populations from San Gerónimo, Juchitepec, and Tlaxcala clustered
together and appeared to be in linkage equilibrium. This work provides a finer understanding of
gradients of genetic diversity in populations of P. infestans at the center of origin.

2.2 Introduction
The Toluca valley located in central Mexico is considered to be the center of origin of the
potato late blight pathogen Phytophthora infestans (Goodwin et al. 1992; Grünwald et al. 2001).
This hypothesis is based on several lines of evidence. Populations of P. infestans in the Toluca
are genetically diverse (Goss et al. 2014; Grünwald et al. 2001; Flier et al. 2003), the A1 and A2
mating types exist in a 1:1 ratio (Grünwald et al. 2001), oospores can readily be observed in
various host plant tissues and are ubiquitous (Fernández-Pavía et al. 2004; Flier et al. 2001;
Gallegly and Galindo 1958) and populations reproduce sexually based on the observed linkage
equilibrium among genetic markers (Goss et al. 2014; Grünwald et al. 2001). This evidence is
further supported by the fact that the closest relatives of P. infestans, namely P. ipomoeae and P.
mirabilis are only observed in Mexico (Flier et al. 2002; Galindo and Hohl 1985). The only other
known close relative, P. andina, found in South America is a hybrid species with two ancestral
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parents (Goss et al. 2011; Oliva et al. 2010). Finally, Mexico has been described as a center of
diversity for tuber bearing Solanum species and P. infestans has been shown to infect these
native species and is thought to have coevolved with the native resistance genes (R) genes
described in various hosts such as S. demissum and S. edinense (Grünwald et al. 2001; Flier et al.
2003; Hijmans and Spooner 2001; Rivera-Peña and Molina-Galan 1989; Rivera-Peña 1990).
Knowledge and understanding of a pathogen’s center of origin provides insights into its
evolutionary potential, genetic diversity, mode of reproduction and gene flow. This information
in turn is critical to implementing adaptive disease management strategies and discovery of novel
R genes.
Until the 1970s the clonal lineages US-1 and HERB-1 (both of mating type A1) of P.
infestans were dominant globally (Fry 2008; Yoshida et al. 2013), whereas P. infestans
populations in central Mexico were shown to have both mating types (Goodwin et al. 1992;
Grünwald and Flier 2005). Even though both the A1 and A2 mating types are present in the
United States, evidence of sexual recombination is still lacking (Fry et al. 2012; Danies et al.
2013) and populations are described as clonal lineages. Recombinant isolates are occasionally
detected in the U.S. but exist for only a short period of time before going extinct (Danies et al.
2014). In the US, we currently distinguish up to 24 clonal lineages (Fry et al. 2012). A recent
phylogenomic analysis showed that none of the US clonal lineages are descendants of
preexisting lineages (Knaus et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017). Hence, populations in Mexico are
thought to be the main source of novel migrant lineages that establish themselves in the US.
Several studies have investigated diversity of populations in different regions of Mexico.
Goodwin et al. (1992) compared the diversity of P. infestans between northern and central
Mexico based on allozyme loci and DNA fingerprinting and suggested high diversity in
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Chapingo. A recent study by Wang et al. (2017) provides novel insights into population structure
of P. infestans in Mexico. Their results show high genetic diversity and sexual reproduction in
the Michoacán, Toluca and Tlaxcala regions based on twelve SSR loci. Here, we expand the
range of populations sampled around the Toluca valley to determine the range of sexual
populations and whether there is isolation by distance as we sample away from the Toluca
valley.
In this study, we analyzed a sample of 517 P. infestans isolates sampled from six
locations sampled in three states on a predominantly East to West gradient (Figure 2.1). We
newly sampled 355 samples and combined these with populations described previously (Wang et
al. 2017). The goal of this study was to provide a better understanding of the population structure
and diversity of P. infestans in central Mexico and adjacent states. We specifically tested several
hypotheses including: 1. Is there genetic differentiation among populations of P. infestans in
central Mexico? 2. Are populations isolated by geographic distance? 3. Are populations that are
geographically distant from Central Mexico, such as Tlaxcala and Michoacán, increasingly
clonal? Our work provides novel evidence for spatial correlation across this gradient and further
refines our understanding of the biology of this pathogen at the center of origin.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Sampling and isolation of P. infestans.
In this study, we characterized populations of P. infestans sampled at six locations
between 1997 and 2016 (Table 2.1; Fig 2.1). We newly sampled 355 isolates in 2015 and 2016.
Briefly, isolates were obtained utilizing the protocol described previously (Grünwald et al. 2001)
with the slight modification of adding oxytetracycline (20 mg/L) to the selective media (see
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Wang et al. 2017). We also included populations sampled previously by Wang et al. (2017) and
deposited in Dryad (http://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.262qq) (Table 2.1). The
Wang et al. (2017) strains were genotyped using the same protocol as described below. Isolates
from Toluca in 2015 and Chapingo in 2015 and 2016 were sampled from experimental plots
subjected to varying fungicide treatments and are not considered natural populations and should
thus be interpreted differently. Most of the isolates from Tlaxcala state were sampled near
Villareal and are referred to as the Tlaxcala population hereafter. Isolates originating from the
same geographic area, regardless of sampling years, were combined as they were not
significantly different based on FST analysis.
2.3.2 DNA extraction and SSR genotyping.
Isolates were grown in pea broth agar for a week at 18°C and actively growing agar plugs
were transferred to 10 ml pea broth for 7-14 days for DNA extraction. DNA was extracted
following the manufacturer's protocol with the FastDNA SPIN KIT (MP Biomedicals, United
States) and stored at -20°C until used. DNA concentration was measured using a NanoDrop
2000C (Thermo Scientific, United States) and adjusted to 10 ng/µl. Multiplex PCR was
performed on twelve polymorphic microsatellite loci as described by
Li et al. (2013). A panel of reference strains (5303, 5304, 5306, 5307 and 5308) with
known SSR alleles was included in all PCR and fragment analysis runs as described at
http://phytophthora-id.org/ (Grünwald et al. 2011). Allele sizing was done using capillary
electrophoresis (ABI 3730, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) at the Center for Genome
Research and Biocomputing at Oregon State University and fragments were sized using the
GENEMAPPER software (Applied Biosystems) (Wang et al. 2017).
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Data preparation
Isolates originating from the same geographical region were pooled into a population
regardless of sampling year and study. We also included samples from Toluca and Tlaxcala from
Wang et al. (2017) to our recent collection sampled in 2015/16. Populations were checked for
varying ploidy levels and missing values. Only strictly diploid genotypes were considered for
downstream analysis. The locus D13 had missing values ranging from 5-70% and therefore was
removed from the analyses resulting in a final data set with 11 SSR loci.
2.3.4 Genetic diversity and mode of reproduction.
Analysis was conducted on 431 diploid individuals based on eleven SSR loci (e.g., some
of the 517 strains sampled were not included due to varying ploidy levels; Table 2.1). Multilocus
genotypes (MLG), e.g. the unique combination of alleles at all loci per individual, and expected
multilocus genotype (eMLG) based on rarefaction were calculated using the R package poppr
V.2.3.0 (R Core Team 2016; Kamvar et al. 2014; Grünwald et al. 2017). The Stoddart and
Taylor’s diversity index (G) was calculated (1988). Nei’s unbiased gene diversity (1978) also
referred to as expected heterozygosity (Hexp) was calculated for all the diploid individuals per
population.
P. infestans is known to reproduce clonally and sexually. The literature suggests that
sexual recombination is predominant in the Toluca valley (Goodwin et al. 1992; Grünwald et al.
2003; Grünwald and Flier 2005; Goss et al. 2014). We assessed the mode of reproduction in P.
infestans across all populations. The standardized index of association (rbarD), a multilocus
estimate of the index of association/linkage disequilibrium, was calculated to investigate the
mode of reproduction (Agapow and Burt 2001; Kamvar et al. 2014). rbarD was measured on
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clone corrected data to remove the bias of resampled MLGs. The expectation of rbarD for a
randomly mating population is zero. Any significant deviation from the expectation of zero
would suggest clonal reproduction. The significance was tested based on 999 permutations and
conducted in the R package poppr (Kamvar et al. 2014).
One of the assumptions of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) is random mating.
Deviation from HWE would suggest nonrandom mating or population subdivision. We tested the
hypotheses of nonrandom mating and population subdivision by calculating HWE per locus per
population. HWE was performed using the R package pegas V.0.9 and significance was tested
using 1,000 permutation events (Paradis 2010).
2.3.5 Population differentiation and structure.
Wright’s FST is a measure of population subdivision for diploid individuals. It is based on
differences in allele frequencies between sampled populations (Wright 1949). We calculated
pairwise FST values with the clone corrected P. infestans data to test the hypothesis of population
subdivision using the R package strataG V.1.0.5 (Archer et al. 2017). Statistical significance was
calculated with 10,000 permutations events. Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) was
performed to test for genetic structure implemented in the R package ade4 V.1.7-5 (Dray and
Dufour 2007; Excoffier et al. 1992). AMOVA was calculated on clone corrected data using
Bruvo’s distance (2004) to estimate the variance explained by populations or individuals within
populations. Statistical significance was tested using 999 permutations events. The neighborjoining algorithm based on Bruvo’s distance was run to visualize the clustering of P. infestans
isolates using poppr with 1,000 bootstrap replicates and the resulting tree was edited using the R
package ggtree V.1.4.20 (Yu et al. 2017).
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The Bayesian model based clustering algorithm STRUCTURE V.2.3 (Pritchard et al.
2000) was used to infer population structure. The software clusters individuals into K
populations using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach. Fifteen independent runs
were performed with 100,000 iterations/MCMC run after a burn-in period of 20,000 for each
value of K ranging from 1 to 6. An admixture model was selected as it assumes mixed ancestry
of an individual. The optimum value of K was determined using the Evanno et al. (2005)
method. CLUMPP V.1.2 was run to aggregate multiple STRUCTURE runs (Jakobsson and
Rosenberg 2007) based on a greedy algorithm and a G.prime pairwise similarity statistic
parameter with 10,000 repeats. The R package strataG (Archer et al. 2017), providing a wrapper
script to run and visualize STRUCTURE data and implementing the Evanno method and
CLUMPP analyses, were used.
Discriminant Analysis of Principal Component (DAPC) is a model-free approach to infer
clusters of populations, relative population membership, and assign individuals to populations
(Jombart et al. 2010). Proportional assignment of an individual to populations is provided by the
retained discriminant functions. DAPC was conducted using the R package adegenet V. 2.0.1
(Jombart 2008).
Long-distance dispersal of P. infestans sporangia is limited due to desiccation and
susceptibility to radiation (Mizubuti et al. 2000). Thus, isolation by distance might be observed
as individuals cannot migrate freely over long distances (e.g., >1-10km). We tested for
correlation in P. infestans populations in Mexico using pairwise FST and pairwise geographic
distance. We also performed Mantel’s test implemented in the R package ade4 with 1,000
permutations (Mantel 1967; Dray and Dufour 2007). All code and data used in this study are
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deposited on github (https://github.com/grunwaldlab/MexicoPopulations) and OSF (Shakya et al.
2017; https://osf.io/hbxvj/).
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Variation in genetic diversity and reproduction in P. infestans populations
A total of 431 diploid P. infestans isolates (after removing polyploid strains from a total
of 517) sampled in six regions of Mexico were analyzed using eleven highly polymorphic
microsatellite loci (Table 2.1). The majority of isolates from Chapingo that were sampled in
experimental plots, rather than grower fields, were identified as clones. Expected heterozygosity
ranged from 0.44 (Chapingo) to 0.57 (Tlaxcala) (Table 2.2). Stoddart and Taylor’s diversity,
which is a measure of evenness and richness of MLGs, was lowest for Chapingo (5.45) and
highest for Tlaxcala (65.20).
To infer the mode of reproduction, the standardized index of association (rbarD) was
calculated for clone corrected data. Populations from Chapingo and Tlaxcala showed significant
deviations in rbarD values from the null expectation supporting clonal reproduction (Table 2.3).
rbarD values for all other regions were not significantly different from zero indicating linkage
equilibrium or presence of sexual reproduction. In each population, between 5 to 11 loci were
considered to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Table 2.3).
2.4.2 Genetic differentiation among populations of P. infestans in central Mexico
Pairwise FST values were calculated to estimate differentiation among populations. These
values ranged from 0.01 to 0.11 indicating that populations show low to modest levels of
differentiation (Table 2.4). The Michoacán population was most differentiated from the other
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populations in Mexico. The highest differentiation was between populations from Michoacán
and San Gerónimo (central Mexico). Populations that were geographically close had small but
significant FST values. San Gerónimo and Tlaxcala had the smallest pairwise FST value of 0.01.
The results of population differentiation using FST are well supported by our AMOVA analysis.
AMOVA on clone corrected P. infestans populations based on Bruvo’s distance revealed 11% of
variation between populations (Table 5, P = 0.001). This is similar to our highest pairwise FST
value of ~12%. Approximately 90% of the genetic variation was explained due to variation
within populations rather than between populations. Our data support the hypothesis of a
gradient of increasing differentiation as we move west towards Michoacán from Toluca.
However, at the Eastern front of our sample areas we do not yet see this effect and further
sampling East of Tlaxcala is likely needed.
2.4.3 Population structure and isolation by distance
We performed Bayesian clustering using STRUCTURE to determine population
relationships. The STRUCTURE analysis identified two likely solutions for K based on
Evanno’s method. The value of ΔK had two peaks at K = 2 and K = 4 (Fig 2.2). For K = 2,
Michoacán was identified as a first group and the rest of the populations as a second group.
STRUCTURE results for K = 4 identified Michoacán, Chapingo and Juchitepec as distinct
clusters and Toluca, Tlaxcala and San Gerónimo as one cluster (Fig 2.3). We also conducted
neighbor-joining analysis based on Bruvo’s distance. In this tree, isolates from Michoacán
formed a cluster whereas isolates from other regions were more or less randomly distributed
confirming the STRUCTURE analysis.
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To resolve the discrepancy in the number of clusters based on STRUCTURE, we
performed a Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) which is a model free
approach to identify clusters. Clustering of isolates using DAPC was consistent with Evanno’s
result of K = 4 (Fig 2.4). Michoacán, Juchitepec and Chapingo each formed an independent
cluster in the DAPC analysis whereas the Toluca, Tlaxcala and San Gerónimo populations
formed a fourth cluster.
Geographic and genetic distance were significantly and positively correlated (Fig 2.5A)
(P < 0.05). However, this correlation between geographic and genetic distances may be
confounded with population structure. Mantel’s test indicated no significant isolation by distance
(Fig 2.5B). Two clusters were observed for Mantel’s test (Fig 2.5B) that resulted in K=2 clusters
identified above: Michoacán vs. all other populations. When removing the Michoacán
populations, no spatial correlation was observed between populations of central Mexico and
Tlaxcala. Our analysis does not demonstrate significant isolation by distance, but suggests that
the Michoacán population is distinct compared to the other populations in line with a gradient of
gene flow at the Western border of our sampling range.
2.5 Discussion
In this study, we investigated the population structure of P. infestans beyond the wellcharacterized Toluca valley region, considered to be the center of origin. Our work built on the
previous work by Wang et al. (2017) by adding samples from regions in central Mexico other
than the Toluca valley. Our work suggests that populations in central Mexico show high
genotypic diversity beyond the center of origin previously described to be located in the Toluca
valley. Similar results were recently reported by Wang et al. (2017). Our analyses suggest
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presence of both sexual and asexual reproduction in central Mexico. We found that, in the range
sampled, populations on the Western edge in Michoacán are the most differentiated, yet still
genetically diverse and sexual in nature. Removing the Michoacán population resulted in three
main clusters: Chapingo, Juchitepec, and a third cluster containing San Gerónimo, Tlaxcala, and
Toluca.
The populations we sampled in Chapingo (2015 & 2016) showed low genotypic diversity
and clonality. STRUCTURE and DAPC analyses suggest that the Chapingo population is a
group by itself. We do not currently know why Chapingo populations show a different pattern;
these plots were not inoculated and did receive various fungicide treatments.
Tlaxcala is a state east of central Mexico. The P. infestans population in this state has
been reported to reproduce sexually based on twelve microsatellite loci (Wang et al. 2017).
However, our analyses of the Tlaxcala populations based on eleven microsatellite loci suggest
clonal reproduction. We did not include locus D13 in our analyses because of the high
percentage of missing data. We checked for a putative effect of missing data in Wang et al.
(2017) and found that inclusion of locus D13 (high percentage of missing data) actually suggests
sexual reproduction.
We detected population differentiation based on pairwise FST values. Small FST values
can be observed due to recent common ancestry or because of ongoing migration. Different
genetic markers will result in different estimates of FST. A high FST value between Michoacán
and the other populations suggests limited or no gene flow between these regions. One way
migration has been reported from Michoacán to Toluca valley in Wang et al. (2017).
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We expected to see isolation by distance for the populations sampled on a predominant
East to West gradient. However, with the exception of the Michoacán population, no isolation by
distance was apparent. FST values did not show a correlation with distance except when
Michoacán was included. This indicates that more sampling is necessary between Michoacán
and other regions to test for spatial correlation.
Our understanding of variation in P. infestans ploidy is limited. However, a recent study
by Li et al. (2016) suggested that sexually reproducing P. infestans might be diploid while clonal
lineages might be triploid. In this study, we only scored P. infestans isolates as being diploid for
SSR markers. However, in genotyping of these isolates we did notice some apparently trisomic
or even tetrasomic loci for strains that were excluded from our analysis. Eighty per cent of
isolates genotyped in 2015/16 from Mexico were scored as strictly diploid. A similar pattern of
diploidy and trisomy was also reported by Wang et al. (2017). Because the pattern of inheritance
of SSR markers is complex, this poses a distinct challenge in performing genetic analyses for
populations that are of varying ploidy levels. We chose to eliminate non-diploid strains from our
analysis, but other paths can be considered (Grünwald et al. 2017).
We studied the population structure of P. infestans across a gradient from East to West
within central Mexico. The population structure observed for P. infestans in central Mexico
suggests gene flow and sexual reproduction beyond the Toluca Valley. We observed high
differentiation at the Western edge of the populations sampled while on the Eastern edge further
sampling is indicated. This work provides a finer understanding of gradients of genetic diversity
in populations of P. infestans at the center of origin.
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Table 2.1 Samples of P. infestans collected and genotyped from Mexico using eleven polymorphic microsatellite loci. Our analysis
combined newly sampled population with those analyzed recently by Wang et al. (2017).

Region

Year

Total isolates

Diploid

Trisomic

Tetrasomic

Reference

Michoacán

2007-2010

76

71

5

0

Wang et al. (2017)

Chapingo

2015

44

43

1

0

This study

Chapingo

2016

69

67

2

0

This study

Toluca

1997

31

24

7

0

Wang et al. (2017)

Toluca

2015

23

22

1

0

This study

San Gerónimo

2015

55

39

10

6

This study

San Gerónimo

2016

8

6

2

0

This study

Juchitepec

2015

33

20

10

3

This study

Juchitepec

2016

57

48

8

1

This study

Tlaxcala

2007

55

50

5

0

Wang et al. (2017)

Tlaxcala

2015

66

41

24

1

This study

Total

1997-2016

517

431

75

11

-
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Table 2.2 Population statistics for diploid genotypes for P. infestans populations by region in Mexico. Total number of samples (N),
observed multilocus genotype (MLG), expected multilocus genotype (eMLG), Stoddart and Taylor’s diversity (G), and expected
heterozygosity (Hexp).

Region

N

MLG

eMLG

G

Hexp

Michoacán

71

43

29.86

17.3

0.54

Chapingo

110

17

11.22

5.5

0.44

Toluca

46

38

37.26

29.4

0.45

San Gerónimo

45

22

22.00

9.3

0.55

Juchitepec

68

28

21.96

12.8

0.56

Tlaxcala

91

76

41.05

65.2

0.57
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Table 2.3 Linkage disequilibrium among loci based on the standardized index of association (rbarD) and number of loci in HardyWeinberg equilibrium after clone correction for P. infestans in different regions of Mexico. Total number of samples (N), observed
multilocus genotype (MLG), the standardized index of association (rbarD), the P value for rbarD, and the number of loci in Hardy
Weinberg equilibrium.

Region

N

MLG

rbarD

P-value

Loci under HWE

Michoacán

43

43

0.010

0.133

5

Chapingo

17

17

0.139

0.001

6

Toluca

38

38

-0.006

0.725

7

San Gerónimo

22

22

0.015

0.125

9

Juchitepec

28

28

-0.006

0.724

11

Tlaxcala

76

76

0.016

0.006

7
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Table 2.4 Pairwise FST values for clone corrected P. infestans populations from regions in Mexico. Values significant (alpha = 0.05)
based on 10,000 permutations are marked with ‘*’.
Chapingo

Juchitepec

San
Gerónimo

Toluca

Tlaxcala

Chapingo

-

Juchitepec

0.05*

-

San Gerónimo

0.06*

0.05*

-

Toluca

0.04*

0.06*

0.07*

-

Tlaxcala

0.05*

0.04*

0.01*

0.06*

-

Michoacán

0.06*

0.06*

0.11*

0.10*

0.10*

Michoacán

-
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Table 2.5 Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) for clone corrected, diploid P. infestans populations based on Bruvo’s genetic
distance.

dfa

SSb

MSSc

% variance

5

4.39

0.88

10.11

Within regions

218

38.50

0.18

89.89

Total

223

42.89

0.19

100.00

Source
Between regions

a

Degrees of freedom

b

Sum of squares

c

Mean sum of squares
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Figure 2.1 Map of Mexico (top) and enlarged map of the Mexican states where population of P. infestans were sampled. The colored
dots represent the areas where samples were collected.
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Figure 2.2 Mean likelihood value and delta K plots for each inferred cluster K of P. infestans using Evanno’s method (Evanno et al.
2005).
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Figure 2.3 Bayesian clustering of diploid P. infestans genotypes based on the admixture ancestry model using STRUCTURE. The
optimum value of K inferred with the Evanno’s method was 2 (Evanno et al. 2005). Shown are STRUCUTRE plots for K=2 to 5 from
top to bottom. MICHO = Michoacán; CHA = Chapingo; TOLU = Toluca; SG = San Gerónimo; JFH = Juchitepec and TLAX =
Tlaxcala.
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Figure 2.4 Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) of P. infestans populations from six regions in Mexico. A. All
populations and B. excluding the Michoacán population.
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Figure 2.5 A. Plot of pairwise genetic distance (FST values) versus geographic distance between P. infestans populations. Based on
the adjusted R2, 34% of the variance in FST is explained by geographical distance (P = 0.0123). B. Test for isolation by distance
(Mantel’s test) with 1,000 permutations (P = 0.11).
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3.1 Abstract
Various hypotheses have been proposed regarding the origin of the plant pathogen
Phytophthora cinnamomi. P. cinnamomi is a devastating pathogen associated with agricultural
and forest ecosystems worldwide. The pathogen is best known for killing jarrah (Eucalyptus
marginata) trees in Western Australia including other native host plants. We conducted a
phylogeographic analysis of populations of this pathogen sampled in Asia, Europe, South Africa,
South America, and North America. Based on genotyping-by-sequencing, we observed highest
genotypic diversity in Taiwan and Vietnam, followed by Australia and South Africa.
Furthermore, mating type ratios were in equal proportions in Asia as expected for a sexual
population. Ancestral state reconstruction supports Taiwan as the ancestral group indicating that
this region might be the center of origin for this pathogen. The Australian and South African
populations appear to be a secondary center of diversity following migration from Taiwan or
Vietnam. Our work also identified two pan global clonal lineages of A2 mating type found on all
continents and supported by the prior literature.
3.2 Introduction
Phytophthora cinnamomi is a widely distributed devastating and invasive pathogen
affecting hundreds of plant species worldwide (Erwin and Ribeiro 2005; Eggers et al. 2012;
Balci et al. 2007; Hardham 2005). This pathogen is considered to be a major invasive threat to
native forest tree species in Australia and South Africa and agricultural and forest ecosystems
worldwide (Pratt and Heather 1973; Pratt et al. 1973; Cahill et al. 2008; Shearer et al. 2007). One
of the most devastating epidemics of P. cinnamomi is dieback of jarrah trees (Eucalyptus
marginata) in Western Australia (Figure 3.1). The Australian government has labeled P.
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cinnamomi a “key threatening process to Australia’s biodiversity” in schedule 4 of the
Biodiversity Conservation Act, 2016
(https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/threatenedspecies/1ASched20180427.pdf). P.
cinnamomi is a broad host range pathogen also causing oak tree mortality (Eggers et al. 2012;
Balci et al. 2007), root rot in avocado, citrus, orchard and nursery crops (Beaulieu et al. 2017).
P. cinnamomi is an oomycete, a group of water molds that are most closely related to
brown algae (Erwin and Ribeiro 2005). This particular Phytophthora species is heterothallic
requiring the two mating types A1 and A2 for sexual reproduction via formation of oospores
(Erwin and Ribeiro 2005). To date both mating types have been found around the world yet
populations described to date are clonal (Linde et al. 1997, 1999; Eggers et al. 2012;
Engelbrecht et al. 2017; Beaulieu et al. 2017).
The origin of P. cinnamomi is still a topic of debate however there is an increasing
consensus that P. cinnamomi might have originated in Southeast Asia (Arentz and Simpson
1986; Ko et al. 1978; Zentmyer 1988; Shepherd 1975; Arentz 2017; Pratt and Heather 1973).
The pathogen was first described by (Rands 1922) from stripe cankers of the cinnamon tree,
Cinnamomum burmanii, in Sumatra (Rands 1922). C. burmanii is considered a plant native to
Southeast Asia and Indonesia. This might have led earlier researchers to infer that P. cinnamomi
is probably native to Southeast Asia. Crandall and Gravatt (1967) first advanced the hypothesis
that P. cinnamomi is native to Southeast Asia. This hypothesis was based on the fact that native
plants in these regions were resistant to the pathogen. Ko et al. (1978) provided further evidence
to support Southeast Asia as a center of origin based on observed mating type (A1:A2) ratios and
suggested Taiwan could lie within the center of origin of the pathogen. Alternate hypothesis for
the origin of P. cinnamomi include those put forwarded by Shepherd (1975) suggesting New
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Guinea and Indonesia’s Sulawesi island (formerly Celebes) as a center based on mating type
ratios and absence of disease in the region. Arentz and Simpson (1986) provided some support
for Papua New Guinea as a center of origin based on observed genetic diversity using isozymes.
(Pratt and Heather 1973) argued that P. cinnamomi is native to Australia as it was found to be
associated with both disturbed and undisturbed geographic regions. However, P. cinnamomi
isolates from Australia and South Africa were shown to be genetically identical suggesting a
potential introduction from the same source with low genotypic diversity (Old et al. 1988; Linde
et al. 1999, 1997).
Identification of a center of origin relies on a range of approaches (Grünwald and Flier
2005; Stukenbrock and McDonald 2008; Grünwald et al. 2016). Mating type ratios are expected
to follow a 1:1 ratio and molecular markers are unlinked (Grünwald et al. 2001). Hence,
populations are expected to reproduce sexually (Goss et al. 2014). Genotypic diversity is highest
at the center of origin and declines as one moves out of the center of origin (Shakya et al. 2018).
Pathogens are found on native plants but do not necessarily cause a lot of disease (Flier et al.
2003). This has been well demonstrated for the Irish famine pathogen, another Phytophthora
pathogen, at its center of origin in Mexico based on support from root state probabilities for
phylogeographic analyses (Goss et al. 2014). Similar criteria were used by O’Hanlon et al.
(2018) to infer the center of origin of chytrid fungi. East Asia was identified as a geographic
hotspot for the fungus suggesting its center of origin.
Genotyping by sequencing (GBS) is a technique for obtaining genome-wide single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) using restriction, barcoding and high throughput sequencing
(Elshire et al. 2011). This technique has been used successfully to ask hypothesis driven
questions about key demographic processes such as gene flow, migration, bottlenecks, mating
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type systems and other evolutionary processes (Grünwald et al. 2016). Tabima et al. (2018) has
shown the genetic differentiation and migration between Phytophthora rubi populations in
United States using GBS. The same technique has been applied to study other plant pathogens
like nematodes to study their phylogeny (Rashidifard et al. 2018).
We sampled populations of P. cinnamomi from Asia (Taiwan and Vietnam), Europe
(France, Italy Hungary, United Kingdom, Portugal and Spain), North America (USA and
Dominican Republic), Africa (South Africa, Algeria and Tunisia) and Australia to infer the
possible center of origin and global population structure of P. cinnamomi. We used genotyping
by sequencing to determine genetic diversity. P. cinnamomi populations are shown to be
genetically less diverse with the existence of few genotypes based of different marker systems
(Old et al. 1984, 1988; Chang et al. 1996). We tested the hypothesis that Asia is the center of
origin of P. cinnamomi and migration from Asia has led to clonal expansion of P. cinnamomi in
rest of the world.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Isolates of P. cinnamomi
P. cinnamomi isolates were collected by extensive sampling of soil and roots from
multiple hosts. The details of the isolates used in the study are summarized in Table 3.1. Isolates
were identified to species level based on ITS sequencing. P. cinnamomi isolates from the US
were primarily sampled from Rhododendron in ornamental nurseries in Oregon.
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3.3.2 Genome sequencing, SNP calling and filtering
DNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing were performed by the Center for
Genome Research Biocomputing (CGRB) at Oregon State University. DNA was extracted using
Qiagen DNEasy plant kit following the manufacturer’s instruction. Digestion of genomic DNA
was done using two restriction enzymes PstI and MspI and sequenced using the Illumina Hiseq
3000 (San Diego, CA) with 100 bp single end (SE) read in three different runs. Raw fastq reads
were demultiplexed using sabre (https://github.com/najoshi/sabre). The P. cinnamomi reference
genome v.1.0 was downloaded from the Joint Genome Institute
(https://genome.jgi.doe.gov/Phyci1/Phyci1.home.html). Reads were mapped against the
reference using bowtie2 v2.3.2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). The resulting SAM (Sequence
Alignment Map) file was converted to bam, sorted and indexed using samtools v1.3 (Li et al.
2009). Genomic vcf (gvcf) files were produced for each sample and variants were called using
GATK HaplotypeCaller v3.7(McKenna et al. 2010). Variants were filtered based on the sites that
were consistently scored in technical replicates (W1733-NSW, PH185-France and CIN-9Dominican Republic) with no missing value and at least 10x coverage. The upper and lower five
per cent depth quantiles were removed for each sample. Indels, non biallelic loci and nongenotyped loci were removed. Phytophthora sojae (P7076) was used as an outgroup in the
analysis. P. sojae reads were mapped to the P. cinnamomi reference genome using the above
described procedure to call variants. Only the variants that were scored in P. sojae and P.
cinnamomi isolates were retained for the final analysis. A total of 299 high quality SNPs were
retained for further data analysis.
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3.3.3 Mating types and A1:A2 ratio
Identification of mating type was done by pairing an isolate of unknown mating type of
P. cinnamomi with an isolate of known mating type. Oospores were observed to confirm the
mating type. We tested the hypothesis of 1:1 mating type ratio for each regional population in R
using two sided binom.test function in R.
3.3.4 Genetic diversity and population structure
Populations were defined by regions as follows: Taiwan, Vietnam, Australia, Africa,
North America and South America. Note that sampling in certain continents was only conducted
on a limited basis: South America (Chile), North America (USA and Dominican Republic).
Vietnam and Taiwan are of particular interest and these populations were thus not merged into
an Asia sample to allow study of differentiation and migration among these populations.
Genotypic diversity was assessed by calculating the number of multilocus genotypes (MLGs).
MLG is defined as a unique combination of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in this
case. We assessed the number of MLGs using the R package poppr v.2.5.0 (Kamvar et al. 2014).
MLGs were merged in to a larger group called multilocus lineage using average neighbor
algorithm (Kamvar, Brooks, and Grünwald 2015). A greater number of MLGs, private MLGs
and high MLGs diversity is expected for a sexually reproducing population compare to clonally
reproducing population. A rarefaction curve was drawn to assess the MLGs diversity using the R
package vegan v.2.4-2 (Oksanen et al. 2016) to correct for uneven sample size.
Population structure was inferred using software ADMIXTURE v.1.3 (Alexander et al.
2009). ADMIXTURE models the probability of genotypes for different ancestor groups similar
to software STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) which is highly used for microsatellite data.
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Vcf data was first converted to plink format data to allow to be used in ADMIXTURE software
(Purcell et al. 2007). A total of 2 to 10 clusters (K) were evaluated. Cross validation errors were
calculated to infer the right number of clusters. ADMIXTURE was also run for each population
individually following the above method.
3.3.5 Phylogenetic analyses and ancestral population probability
A maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was generated using RAxML
v.8.2.11(Stamatakis 2006, 2014) to determine relationships among samples. Genotypes were
extracted using vcfR v.1.6.0 (Knaus and Grünwald 2017) and coded as a 3 character multistate
(0/0 = 0; 0/1 or 1/0 = 1 and 1/1=2). The ASC-MULTIGAMMA model with “lewis correction”
was used to correct for ascertainment bias resulting due to exclusion of invariable positions
(Lewis 2001). P. sojae was used as an outgroup to root the tree. A total of 1,000 bootstrap
replicates were performed and a tree was plotted using the R package ape v.5.0 (Paradis et al.
2004; Paradis 2010). The ML tree was used to infer the ancestral state probabilities for the
geographic origin of nodes using the ace function implemented in the package ape. Geographic
locations were mapped to nodes using the R package phytools v.0.6-44 (Revell 2012). A similar
approach was used to infer that ancestral bats were of laryngeal echolocation type and that
ancestral angiosperms flowers were bisexual (Sauquet et al. 2017; Thiagavel et al. 2018).
3.3.6 Inferring the mode of reproduction
The index of association (IA) is a measure of linkage disequilibrium and can be used to
infer the mode of reproduction in a population. IA was calculated on clone corrected data for
Taiwanese, Vietnamese and Australian population using the R package poppr (Kamvar et al.,
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2015, 2014). First we simulated the distribution of IA under clonal (90 % linked SNPs), partially
clonal (50 % linked SNPs) and sexual (10 % linked SNPs) modes of reproduction with adegenet
v.2.1.1(Jombart & Ahmed, 2011) and compared our observed IA with simulated IA (Tabima,
Coffey, Zazada, & Grünwald, 2018). IA was calculated on 100 randomly sampled SNPs with 100
replicates.
3.3.7 Phylogeographic analyses
Phylogeographic migration analysis was performed using coalescent approaches in the
software Migrate-n v.4.2.14 (Beerli 1998, 2009; Beerli and Felsenstein 2001). We determined
the likely migration pathways among the 4 populations that had moderate to high genetic
diversity: Taiwan, Vietnam, Australia and Africa. Various models of divergence and migration
were tested using randomly selected 50, 100 and 299 SNPs for these four populations. Two
independent runs were performed with 5 and 10 randomly sampled isolates per population. The
Vcf file was converted to the Migrate-n hapmap format file using the function vcfR2migrate
implemented in the package vcfR (Knaus and Grünwald 2017). Migrate-n was run for 10,000,
20,000, 50,000, and 100,000 generations with a step size of 100. The first 10% of the analysis
were discarded as burn-in. Heating was turned on with four chains set to 1.0, 1.2, 3.0, and
1000000.0. The models were evaluated using Bayesfactor.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Two pan global lineages, intermediate diversity in Australia and South Africa, and
highest diversity in Asia
We obtained a total of 165 multilocus genotypes (MLGs) from a total of 201 P.
cinnamomi isolates sampled worldwide. We collapsed MLGs based on the technical replicates
and a genetic distance cutoff of 0.06 which resulted in 28 MLGs. This critical step removes
variation within technical replications and provides variation at the level of a clone. Isolates from
Asia (Vietnam and Taiwan) had the highest number of MLGs followed by Australia and Africa
(Fig 3.2A, Fig 3.3A). Private MLGs were observed predominantly for Asian samples with the
exception of one private MLG observed in South Africa. Rarefaction curves showed highest
diversity for Asian isolates and lowest diversity for South American (Chile) isolates (Fig 3.3B).
None of the other populations had private MLGs. South Africa and Australia populations were
nearly identical. Two pan global, clonal lineages of A2 mating type were commonly observed for
populations outside of Asia (either mostly black or pink clusters; Fig 3.2B).
Population structure assigned by ADMIXTURE analysis at K = 5 supported the presence
of two dominant pan global, clonal lineages (black and pink) and admixed populations in Taiwan
and Vietnam. The Australian and African populations were intermediate and each were assigned
predominantly to 3 clusters (black, pink, and red; Fig 3.2B).
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3.4.2 Phylogenetic analyses and ancestral state reconstruction suggests Taiwan as a
candidate center of origin
To infer relationships between P. cinnamomi populations we constructed a maximum
likelihood tree with 1,000 bootstrap replicates and “Lewis” correction to correct for
ascertainment bias using RAxML. Our ML tree corroborates the previous observation of
existence of two panglobal, clonal lineages and high diversity in Taiwanese and Vietnamese
populations (Fig 3.4). Taiwanese isolates were observed at the root of the tree. Isolates from
Australia and South Africa clustered together indicating genetic similarity. The ML tree was
used to infer the likelihood of the probability of nodes by geographic origin. Ancestral state
reconstruction for geographic origin of populations supports Taiwan as the ancestral population
(Fig 3.5).
3.4.3 Mating types and mode of reproduction
More frequent occurrence of the A2 mating type compared to the A1 mating type has
been reported previously. We observed both A1 and A2 mating types in Asia, South Africa and
Australia. However, populations from Asia (Taiwan and Vietnam) and Africa met our
expectation of a 1:1 mating type ratio consistent with the indication of sexual reproduction.
Occurrence of the A1 mating type outside of Asia was rare (Table 3.1). Populations from Taiwan
and Vietnam indicated a semi clonal mode of reproduction based on simulations of linkage
evaluated using index of association (Fig 3.6). This is based on testing the observed index of
association to the simulated distributions under a clonal (90 % linkage), partially clonal (50 %
linkage) and sexual (10 % linkage) mode of reproduction.
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3.4.4 Phylogeographic analysis suggests Taiwan as ancestral population
We simulated scenarios for multiple models of population divergence and migration
using the coalescent approaches implemented in migrate-n. The model with the highest
probability varied between two different models depending on the number of individuals,
number of SNPs and number of MCMC runs (Fig 3.7). The difference between these two models
is only in the emergence of either the African or Australian population outside of Asia. The first
model suggests Australia was the first population emerging from Asia whereas the other model
suggests Africa. Regardless of which population first emerged from Asia, both models suggest
Taiwan as an ancestral population and bidirectional gene flow between Africa and Australia.
3.5 Discussion
Crandall and Gravatt (1967) first proposed Southeast Asia as the center of origin of P.
cinnamomi. This was based on the fact that native vegetation in the region was resistance to
disease. Our analyses on global populations of P. cinnamomi strongly support the idea put
forwarded by Crandall and Gravatt 1967. High genetic diversity, presence of both mating types
in a 1:1 ratio and ancestral population estimation suggests Taiwan as the likely center of origin
for the pathogen. No admixture was observed for isolates except from Asia suggesting clonal
population in these regions which is consistent with the hypothesis of P. cinnamomi being
introduced from Asia to rest of the world. Low genotypic diversity in P. cinnamomi population
was also observed as speculated previously (Eggers et al. 2012; Engelbrecht et al. 2017; Beaulieu
et al. 2017).
Population structure analysis of P. cinnamomi from Australia, South Africa and the
United States has shown populations to be genetically less diverse and provided support for
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clonal reproduction. Our analyses confirm the previous works regarding their diversity and mode
of reproduction. Predominance of single mating type (A2) further supports that the idea of clonal
reproduction in those regions. Both mating types were detected from the African population
(South Africa) which provides an opportunity for sexual reproduction however no cross over
isolates have been described in the region. Linde et al. (1999) suggested the presence of both
mating types in South Africa with the possibility of subtle sexual reproduction. Genotypes from
South Africa resemble those from Australia. This could be possibly due to introduction from the
same source or migration between these populations. Our migration analyses do suggest
bidirectional gene flow between African and Australian populations. Genetic similarity between
these population has also been reported (Linde et al. 1999).
One of the recurring themes in P. cinnamomi population structure is the emergence of
two A2 lineages and a rare A1 mating type tending to form their own groups. Phylogenetic
analysis based on ML tree adds support to genetic diversity in Asia and the existence of two A2
clades. Presence of two different A2 clonal lineages has been reported by multiple studies in
Australia, South Africa and the United States (Dobrowolski et al. 2003; Pagliaccia et al. 2013;
Eggers et al. 2012; Engelbrecht et al. 2017; Beaulieu et al. 2017; Linde et al. 1999, 1997).
Dobrowolski et al. (2003) identified three clonal lineages of P. cinnamomi from Australia which
includes two A2 lineages and one A1 lineage. However A1 isolates from Taiwan and Vietnam
did not form a group to support the hypothesis of reproductive isolation.
Our samples of P. cinnamomi from Asia are limited to the two nations of Taiwan and
Vietnam. Inclusion of samples from Indonesia and Malaysia will improve our understanding of
diversity in a wider geographic region. Similarly Papua New Guinea has been also described to
have a diverse population of P. cinnamomi and is also suggested as center of diversity (Arentz
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and Simpson 1986). Recently a few more genomes of P. cinnamomi have been sequenced and
made available, use of these new genomes to map our short reads could identify novel variants
(Longmuir et al. 2017; Studholme et al. 2015).
In short, we surmise that Taiwan is the center of origin of P. cinnamomi with the highest
diversity in Southeast Asia. However, for the rest of the world, two dominant clonal lineages of
A2 mating types and one lineage of an A1 mating type was identified. The A1 mating type is
rare in other parts of the world. The presence of A1 in Taiwan and Vietnam provides an
opportunity for sexual reproduction probably leading to aggressive genotypes.
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Table 3.1 Number of A1 and A2 mating type isolate by population. A1/A2 significance was tested using a binomial distribution.
Population

Number of isolates

A1

A2

A1/A2

p-value

Asia

68

33

35

0.95

0.90

Australia

37

2

27

0.08

< 0.05

Africa

11

5

5

1

1.00

Europe

45

0

45

0

< 0.05

North America

26

0

7

0

0.01

South America

14

0

14

0

< 0.05
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Figure 3.1 Impact of the invasive plant pathogen P. cinnamomi on native plant ecosystems in Australia. Left: Heath landscape,
showing Phytophthora dieback in a Eucalyptus stand in the mid-ground, in the Stirling Range, Western Australia. Right: Sign
warning about the risk of moving the invasive pathogen Phytophthora cinnamomi in Western Australia via infested soil to ‘help
stop the rot’. (Photo by: Gnangarra, Wikimedia).
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Figure 3.2 Global distribution and admixture population structure of P. cinnamomi. (A) Distribution of P. cinnamomi multilocus
genotypes. Sampled countries are colored in the world map. Each color in the pie charts represents a multilocus genotype. (B)
ADMIXTURE plot of P. cinnamomi isolates by populations at K = 5. Each bar represents an isolate with proportional ancestry
assigned to one of each K populations. The two panglobal lineages are shown in black and pink.
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Figure 3.3 Global genetic diversity observed in P. cinnamomi by populations. (A) Proportion of observed multilocus genotypes
(MLG) by regional population using a bitwise cutoff distance of 0.06. (B) Rarefaction curves by regional population.
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Figure 3.4 Maximum likelihood tree of P. cinnamomi by regional populations. The tree was inferred using 299 concatenated single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) with 1000 bootstrap replicates using RAxML version 8.2.11. ASC_MULTIGAMMA substitution
model with “Lewis correction” was used to correct for ascertainment bias. Number at node indicates bootstrap support. Tree was
rooted using P. sojae as outgroup.
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Figure 3.5 Maximum likelihood probability of nodes by geographic origin. Ancestral population estimation at each node using a ML
tree. Pie chart represents the likelihood of the node being assigned to each original geographic population.
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Figure 3.6 Measurement of linkage disequilibrium using the index of association (IA). The first three box plots in grey represent the
simulated IA under clonal, partially-clonal and sexual reproduction scenarios. The next four box plots represents the observed IA for
Taiwan, Vietnam, Australia and Africa population. The Taiwanese and Vietnamese populations suggest a partially clonal mode of
reproduction, whereas the Australian and African populations suggest clonal reproduction.
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Figure 3.7 Phylogeographic scenarios with the highest likelihood based on coalescent analysis in migrate-n. Various combinations of
divergence and migration models were tested using migrate-n. Above two represents the models with highest likelihood based on
Bayes factor. In both models, Taiwan is inferred as the ancestral population and bi-directional migration between Australia and Africa
which might have led to the genetic similarity between these regions.
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Chapter 4
Evolution of RxLR genes in the Irish famine pathogen Phytophthora infestans and its close
relatives

Shankar K. Shakya, Amirhossein Bahramisharif, Howard S. Judelson, Brian J. Knaus, Laura E.
Rose and Niklaus J. Grünwald
Target journal: MPMI
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4.1 Abstract
The Irish potato famine pathogen Phytophthora infestans is considered to be one of the
most devastating plant pathogens. This economically destructive pathogen can rapidly evolve
new virulent genotypes because of a large effective population size, sexual recombination,
changes in ploidy and gene duplication events. The genome of P. infestans harbors hundreds of
effectors that contribute to virulence and pathogenicity on a host plant. One of the main families
of effector proteins is characterized by the presence of an RxLR amino acid domain, which is
required for translocation into the host cell. However, little is known about the conservation and
evolution of these effectors. Therefore, to gain greater insight into the mechanisms involved in
plant-pathogen interactions, the molecular evolution of avirulence (Avr) genes, core RxLR genes
and RxLR genes with a nuclear localization signal (NLS) motifs from three Phytophthora clade
1c species were evaluated. Our analysis of the presence and absence in RxLR genes across this
group shows that Phytophthora ipomoeae and P. mirabilis have fewer RxLR homologs
compared to P. infestans, which is to be expected given the ascertainment bias of mapping all
sequences against the P. infestans reference genome. Furthermore, all three clade 1c species have
only two well characterized Avr genes (Avrvnt1 and AvrSmira1) in common. In general,
nucleotide diversity was higher in the RxLR genes compared to core orthologous genes. In
addition, some of the substitutions are predicted to alter the secondary structure of the protein
which may affect protein function. The RxLR effectors also showed different expression patterns
during infection of Solanum species. Finally, 11 genes showed evidence of recent diversifying
selection. A deeper understanding of these effectors could provide efficient and novel strategies
for long-term disease management and developing pathogen-resistant crops through effectormediated molecular breeding.
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4.2 Introduction
Plants and oomycete pathogens interact via a chain of molecular events. Most plants
constitutively express innate immune receptors, also called pathogen recognition receptors or
PRRs (Cooke et al., 2012; Jones & Dangl, 2006; Katagiri & Tsuda, 2010). At the time of attack,
these receptors are able to recognize pathogen/microbe associated molecular patterns or
PAMPs/MAMPs that trigger immune response called PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) (Cooke
et al., 2012; Jones & Dangl, 2006; Katagiri & Tsuda, 2010). In turn, many plant pathogens
including oomycetes have evolved to modulate PTI by secreting effector proteins that are
required for pathogenesis (Tyler et al., 2006). However, effector molecules can be recognized by
specific plant resistance (R) proteins. The interaction between effector proteins and their cognate
R proteins may lead to an immune response called “Effector Triggered Immunity” (ETI) which
may result in a hypersensitive response (HR) at the site of infection. Effectors that lead to ETI in
the host are referred to as avirulence (Avr) proteins. Over time, evolutionary changes in Avr
genes allow pathogens to evade recognition by their hosts R-proteins. These changes can include
loss of Avr genes, the acquisition of a premature stop codon leading to a truncated protein or
amino acid changes resulting in the loss of recognition by the cognate R gene and/or loss of
expression of the Avr gene (Armstrong et al., 2005; Gilroy et al., 2011; van Poppel et al., 2008).
Oomycete effectors can be divided into two main categories: apoplastic and cytoplasmic
effectors. Apoplastic effectors act outside the plant cells (intercellular space) and cytoplasmic
effectors function inside plant cells following translocation through the haustorium (Schornack et
al., 2009; Whisson et al., 2007). One prominent class of cytoplasmic effector proteins is
characterized by a conserved RxLR motif in the N-terminal region (Schornack et al., 2009).
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Although, over 500 RxLR genes have been reported from the genome of P. infestans strain T304 (Haas et al., 2009), only a few genes have been shown to encode Avr activity (Bos et al., 2010;
Champouret et al., 2009; Du et al., 2018; Gilroy et al., 2011; Oh et al., 2009; Rietman et al.,
2012; van Poppel et al., 2008). The Avr genes have been a primary focus in the development of
late blight resistant potatoes (Jo et al., 2014). Due to their important role in pathogenicity and
virulence, RxLR genes have attracted the attention of many plant pathologists. While it is known
that the RxLR motif is necessary for translocation inside the host cell (Schornack et al., 2009),
the evolutionary history and diversification of this class of proteins has not been elucidated.
Furthermore, there is no information on the presence or diversity of RxLR genes in the sister
species P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis.
The Irish famine pathogen, Phytophthora infestans (Mont.) de Bary causes late blight and
results in serious yield losses on potato and tomato (Agrios, 2005; Fry et al., 2015), making this
pathogen a formidable threat to two important crops. This pathogen belongs to the phylum
Oomycota and interacts with plants in two sequential phases: first as a biotroph and then as a
necrotroph (Whisson et al., 2007). Under suitable conditions, P. infestans is capable of
destroying entire fields of crops in a short period of time, due to a rapid asexual life cycle (Fry,
2008; Fry et al., 2015).
P. infestans is closely related to Phytophthora ipomoeae and P. mirabilis within clade 1c
of the genus Phytophthora (Flier et al. 2002; Galindo-A and Hohl 1985). These species are
known to have coexisted in central Mexico at their center of origin (Flier et al., 2002; Goss et al.,
2014; Grünwald & Flier, 2005). Unlike P. infestans, P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis have not been
reported to cause blight symptoms on Solanum species. P. ipomoeae has been reported to cause
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leaf blight on Ipomoea longipedunculata L. (morning glory), while P. mirabilis has been
reported to damage foliage of Mirabilis jalapa L. (four o’clock) (Flier et al., 2002; Goodwin &
Fry, 1994). Comparative genomic analysis with clade 1c taxa can provide novel insights into the
ancestral states and evolutionary history of P. infestans.
The overall goal of this study was to determine the patterns of molecular evolution of
RxLR genes in clade 1c of Phytophthora to gain better insight into the mechanisms involved in
plant-pathogen interactions. The aims of this study were to (1) identify a core set of RxLR
effector genes conserved within Phytophthora clade 1c, (2) identify RxLR genes with a nuclear
localization signal motif, (3) determine the putative impact of genetic variation on protein
function in terms of secondary structure, (4) investigate genes with signatures of diversifying
selection and (5) evaluate patterns of gene expression of P. infestans in cultivated and wild
Solanum species during infection.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Data collection and sequencing
Raw genome sequence data of 12 strains of P. infestans and one strain of P. mirabilis
were downloaded from GenBank (Knaus et al. 2019; Table 4.1). In addition, 10 isolates of P.
infestans, four isolates of P. ipomoeae from Mexico and three isolates of P. mirabilis from
Mexico were de novo sequenced using the Illumina Hiseq3000 technology (San Diego, CA,
USA).
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4.3.2 Reads mapping
Read libraries were mapped to the P. infestans reference genome (T30-4) using the
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) v0.7.13 with default settings (Haas et al. 2009; Li and Durbin
2009). Sequence coverage was evaluated by displaying the number of reference bases that are
covered by mapped sequencing reads at various depths. To determine the rate of evolution,
whole genome sequence data of 30 isolates were used for single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
discovery and genotype calling using GATK HaplotypeCaller v. 4.0.11.0 (DePristo et al., 2011).
Genotype calling and phased haplotype calling were performed using BEAGLE v4.1 under
default settings (B. L. Browning & Browning, 2013; S. R. Browning & Browning, 2007). The
gene sequences were reconstructed using the function “vcfR2DNAbin” implemented in the
“vcfR v.1.6.0” package (B. J. Knaus & Grünwald, 2017).
4.3.3 Breadth of Coverage and presence/absence polymorphism
Breadth of Coverage (BOC) was used as a metric for gene presence/absence
polymorphisms (Cooke et al., 2012; Yoshida et al., 2013). BOC was defined as the proportion of
positions sequenced in an isolate, at least once, compared to the reference genome. First, the
coverage for each gene was calculated and divided by the length of gene sequence to get a BOC
value. A BOC cutoff value of 0.90 was used to call RxLR gene presence/absence
polymorphisms, given that at this threshold the numbers of RxLR genes in P. ipomoeae and P.
mirabilis were comparable to other Phytophthora species (Haas et al., 2009).
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4.3.4 Haplotype diversity
We determined haplotype diversity on validated Avr gene sequences. The number of
observed haplotypes were calculated for each Avr gene by species using the R package “pegas
v.0.10” (Paradis, 2010). Haplotype counts were used to calculate haplotype diversity for each
Avr gene (Nei, 1978).
4.3.5 Nucleotide diversity
Nucleotide diversity was calculated for 218 RxLR genes that were present in all three
clade 1c Phytophthora species at a BOC cutoff value of 0.90. This value was further compared to
the nucleotide diversity value of 218 randomly selected core orthologous genes. Nucleotide
diversity was determined using the R package “pegas v.0.10” (Paradis, 2010). To determine if
the distribution of nucleotide diversity differed between RxLR and core orthologous genes, a
non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted in R (R Core Team 2014). The value of
nucleotide diversity was also evaluated for P. infestans for the 343 RxLR genes that showed
presence/absence polymorphism and for 220 RxLR genes conserved in all three Phytophthora
species. Nucleotide diversity was also calculated for synonymous sites and nonsynonymous sites
separately using DnaSP v6 (Rozas et al., 2017).
4.3.6 Nuclear localization signal prediction
To identify a nuclear localization signal (NLS) motif in the RxLR genes, NLStradamus
was used (Ba, Pogoutse, Provart, & Moses, 2009). NLStradamus uses a simple hidden Markov
model to predict novel NLSs in proteins. Putative RxLR pseudogenes detected by Haas et al.
(2009) were excluded from the NLS detection.
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4.3.7 Protein secondary structure
To determine the putative impact of genetic variation on protein function, comparative
methods were used. Predicted protein sequence alignments of Avr genes and genes with NLS
motifs were inferred using the Geneious plugin ClustalW 2.1. Secondary protein structures were
predicted using EMBOSS 6.5.7 by using the Garnier Osguthorpe Robson algorithm (Garnier,
Osguthorpe, & Robson, 1978; Rice, Longden, & Bleasby, 2000). The differences in predicted
secondary structures were compared and the underlying causative nucleotide substitutions were
identified.
4.3.8 Gene expression
To investigate regulation of gene expression of five RxLR-NLS genes during infection
with P. infestans D12-2, gene-specific primers were designed using the Geneious plugin Primer
3 2.3.7 (Rozen & Skaletsky, 1999) (Table 4.2). Using reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR), the transcript abundance of a subset of RxLR genes, as well as the
cytochrome c oxidase subunit II (COX2) was determined for Solanum lycopersicum and S.
pimpinellifolium at six time points (0 hpi, 6 hpi, 24 hpi, 48 hpi, 72 hpi, 96 hpi) following
inoculation with P. infestans strain D12-2. The RT-PCR reactions were carried out in a total
volume of 20 µl consisting of Green GoTaq® Flexi Buffer, 2U GoTaq® Flexi DNA Polymerase
(Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA), 1.25mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dNTPs and 0.2 mM of each primer.
The T100TM Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) was used for amplification of P.
infestans with the following PCR conditions: initial denaturation at 95°C for 3 min, 34 cycles of
95°C for 30 s, annealing for 30 s at 60°C, extension at 72°C for 1.30 min, and final extension at
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72°C for 5 min. PCR products were run on a 1% agarose gel and DNA was stained using Midori
Green Advance (Nippon Genetics Europe, Dueren, Germany).
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Sequencing and mapping
The majority of short sequencing reads from P. infestans, P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis
could be aligned to the P. infestans T30-4 reference genome. Under a BOC cutoff value of 90%,
220 RxLR genes were detected in samples from all three species of Phytophthora. As expected,
higher BOC cutoff values resulted in a lower number of genes retained. For example, at a BOC
cutoff of 0.95, only 177 core effector genes were detected in all three species of clade 1c
Phytophthora. The number of core RxLR effectors detected at a BOC cutoff value of 0.90 in
each species were: 333 for P. ipomoeae, 353 for P. mirabilis and 397 for P. infestans.
4.4.2 RxLR genes in Phytophthora species
The coverage of RxLR genes within each genome relative to the P. infestans reference
genome (T30-4) was evaluated. Both isolates of the US-23 clonal lineage, and isolates
FL2009P4 (538 RxLR) and BL2009P4 (537 RxLR) had the highest number of RxLR genes
shared with T30-4 followed by P13527 (Ecuador) and FP-GCC (US-11 lineage) which had 529
RxLR genes. The genomes of individuals of P. infestans from the sexual Mexican populations
showed lower RxLR gene content compared to the genomes from other clonal individuals of P.
infestans. The coverage of RxLR genes was the lowest for P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae
compared to P. infestans which is to be expected given the higher genetic divergence of these
taxa relative to the T30-4 reference genome. For P. mirabilis the number of retained RxLR genes
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ranged from 381 to 414 whereas P. ipomoeae had RxLR genes ranging from 364 to 381 (Fig
4.1).
4.4.3 A subset of RxLR genes encode a nuclear localization signal
To determine the potential contribution of the RxLR genes in cell death induction, the
presence of a nuclear localization signal (NLS) was investigated. The presence of a NLS motif
was predicted in the C-terminus of 47 RxLR genes. Seventeen of the RxLR genes with a
predicted NLS motif are reported to belong to avirulence gene families. These genes include the
members of the Avr2 family (PITG_06071, PITG_06077, PITG_07499, PITG_08278,
PITG_19617, and PITG_20025) and the members of the Avrblb2 family (PITG_04081,
PITG_04085, PITG_04086, PITG_04090, PITG_04097, PITG_09632, PITG_15972,
PITG_18683, PITG_20300, PITG_20301, and PITG_20303).
4.4.4 Presence/absence variation in avirulence genes
The genes displaying presence/absence variation (343 genes) were distributed across 106
RxLR gene families out of 252 RxLR families originally described in Haas et al. (2009). The
largest number of genes with presence/absence variation belonged to RxLR family 1 (42/85),
followed by RxLR family 5 (21/22), RxLR family 9 (16/17) and RxLR family 7 (15/18). RxLR
family 1 does not contain any known Avr genes. However, the RxLR families 5 and 7 contain
Avrblb2 and Avr2 genes and their paralogs.
The pattern of presence/absence variation was further investigated for previously
characterized Avr genes (Fig 4.2). In total, two Avr genes, including AvrSmira1 (PITG_07550),
Avrvnt1 (PITG_16294) and one recently described Avr-1 like gene (PITG_06432) were found in
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all the isolates of P. infestans, P. ipomoeae, and P. mirabilis. The Avr1 gene (PITG_16663) was
missing from most isolates of P. infestans, but was present in the isolates of clonal lineages US-1
and US-22. This gene was not detected in P. mirabilis, but was detected in P. ipomoeae. The
Avr2 gene was found in all samples, except 3 isolates of P. mirabilis. The Avr3a gene
(PITG_14371) which is an important pathogenicity determinant in P. infestans was present in all
the isolates of P. infestans, regardless of their geographic origin. However, none of the isolates
of P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis had the Avr3a gene.
The Avr4 gene (PITG_07387) has been shown to have frameshift mutations resulting in
truncated proteins which are not recognized by the corresponding R-gene (R4 resistance) (van
Poppel et al., 2008). The value of BOC for the Avr4 gene was lower than or close to 0.90 in all
the isolates of P. ipomoeae, P. mirabilis and P. infestans from Mexico, including isolate
06_3928A (blue13 strain). The Avr4 gene was absent in one of the isolates belonging to the US22 lineage (IN20009T1) and one of the Mexican isolates of P. infestans (Pic97335/inf3).
The Avrblb1 gene (PITG_21388) was present in all the isolates of P. infestans and one
isolate of P. mirabilis. However, the Avrblb2 gene (PITG_20300) had an unusual pattern of
presence/absence polymorphism. The Avrblb2 gene was present in all the P. mirabilis isolates,
but it was absent in P. ipomoeae. In P. infestans, Avrblb2 had a BOC value lower than 0.90 for
the isolates belonging to US-8 (1/2), US-22 (3/3), US-24 (1/1) and Mexico (3/5). Together, these
results indicate that some Avr genes are core to clade 1c, some are core to P. infestans and that a
proportion of Avr genes across the populations show presence/absence variation, suggesting that
some Avr genes can be isolate- or species-specific.
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4.4.5 Nucleotide diversity is higher at RxLR genes compared to core genes
Nucleotide diversity for RxLR genes was compared to a set of core orthologous genes.
No sequence variation was detected at two (PITG_14294, PITG_23199) out of 220 core RxLR
effectors. Therefore, nucleotide diversity was calculated for the remaining 218 RxLR genes that
were present in all isolates of P. infestans, P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis. The nucleotide diversity
of the RxLR genes was compared to that of 218 randomly selected core orthologous genes. A
Kruskal-Wallis test showed statistically significant difference between these groups of genes.
Across all three species, nucleotide diversity was significantly higher for the set of conserved
RxLR genes compared to randomly selected core orthologous genes (P < 0.001) (Fig 4.3A).
Diversity was the lowest at both RxLR and core orthologous genes in the samples from P.
ipomoeae. Nucleotide diversity was not significantly different between the set of conserved
RxLR genes and those which showed presence/absence polymorphism (Fig 4.3B).
4.4.6 Nucleotide diversity is lower in sexual populations
The Mexican population of P. infestans is the only population in our sample known to
reproduce sexually. The other samples included are reported to reproduce asexually and are
therefore classified as clonal. From a population genetics perspective, sexually reproducing
populations are predicted to maintain higher levels of genetic diversity than asexual populations.
We tested whether this was true for the RxLR genes in our sample. We found that genetic
diversity was significantly lower in the sexually reproducing population from Mexico compared
to a pooled sample of all clonal lineages (p-value 0.00008). Therefore, although genetic variation
in a clonally reproducing population is expected to be lower than that of a sexually reproducing
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population, substantial genetic variation can be maintained if multiple independent clonal
lineages coexist (and are pooled), as seems to be the case here.
4.4.7 Population genetic analyses
We evaluated if there was evidence of selection operating on RxLR genes. A total of 47
genes were identified that had sufficient coverage for population genetic analyses (Fig 4.2). We
first evaluated the ratio of nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous sites (a) to
synonymous substitutions per synonymous sites (s). This ratio (a /s) can be used as an
indicator of selective constraint within species (Nei and Li 1979). A ratio less than one indicates
negative or purifying selection, a ratio of one is expected if the gene is evolving neutrally and a
ratio greater than one implies balancing selection. Eleven genes (PITG_04090, PITG_04266,
PITG_06308, PITG_09837, PITG_12276, PITG_14371, PITG_14986, PITG_18683,
PITG_20300, PITG_22978 and PITG_22990) surveyed had a ratio of a /s greater than unity
(Fig 4.4). This may indicate that some of the amino acid variants within these genes are favored
by natural selection.
Another method to detect natural selection is Tajima’s D allowing for comparison within
species (Tajima 1989). A significant positive Tajima’s D value is consistent with the action of
balancing selection, while a significant negative value is consistent with the action of recent
positive selection. Tajima's D was calculated on the set of conserved RxLR genes using complete
gene sequence and only effector domain or C-terminal domain. When compared within species,
none of the conserved RxLR genes were found to be under positive selection either with whole
gene sequence or with C-terminal sequence for all three species. Few conserved RxLR genes
were found to be under balancing selection. P. infestans had 28 RxLR genes under balancing
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selection, whereas P. mirabilis had 11 and P. ipomoeae had 6, using the complete gene sequence.
None of the genes were shared across all three Phytophthora species for balancing selection.
However, three RxLR genes (PITG_06375, PITG_13072 and PITG_22925) were shared
between P. infestans and P. mirabilis and only one RxLR gene (PITG_09732) was shared
between P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae. A selection test using only the C-terminal domain
resulted in 20, 9 and 6 genes under balancing selection for P. infestans, P. mirabilis and P.
ipomoeae, respectively. This resulted in 10 new RxLR genes that were found to be under
balancing selection using the C-terminal domain, but not with the whole gene sequence.
4.4.8 Variation in Avr genes and selection analysis
Well characterized Avr genes from P. infestans were further studied for their nucleotide
diversity π, number of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions and selection. Haplotype
diversity for all Avr genes in P. infestans was greater than 0.5 except for Avr2 (Table 4.3). The
Avr2 gene had only one nonsynonymous substitutions (N31K) which resulted in two haplotypes
and low haplotype diversity. Haplotype diversity was highest for Avrblb1 in P. infestans (0.87).
The Avrblb1 and Avrblb2 genes had the highest number of haplotypes (13) followed by
AvrSmira2 with 12 haplotypes (Table 4.3). The AvrSmira1 gene had the highest number of
haplotypes for P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae isolates. The number of synonymous and
nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions varied a lot between species. Within P. infestans, a
maximum of 15 nonsynonymous substitutions were observed for AvrSmira2 followed by
AvrSmira1 (13) and Avrblb1 (12). AvrSmira2 also had the highest number of synonymous
changes (9) followed by AvrSmira1 (6) and Avrblb1 (5) in P. infestans. No synonymous changes
were observed for Avr4 in P. infestans. P. mirabilis had nonsynonymous changes ranging from 1
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to 49. AvrSmira1 had the maximum of 49 nonsynonymous and 26 synonymous substitutions in
P. mirabilis compared to the T30-4 reference. Avrblb1 and AvrSmira2 also had more than or
equal to 15 nonsynonymous changes in P. mirabilis. In contrast Avrvnt1 in P. ipomoeae had
maximum of 22 nonsynonymous and 9 synonymous substitutions. Another Avr gene
(AvrSmira1) in P. ipomoeae had 16 nonsynonymous and 8 synonymous changes. In general,
most nonsynonymous substitutions were occurred in C-terminal domain.
Tajima’s D was also interpreted for the Avr genes. In this test, the average number of
pairwise differences is compared with the number of segregating sites. C-terminal domain or the
functional domain of gene sequence is known to harbor more mutations compared to the other
regions. Thus, Tajima’s D statistic was calculated for both the full-length gene sequence and the
C-terminal region. Interestingly, only one Avr gene was found under balancing selection in P.
infestans (Table 4. 4). AvrSmira1 (PITG_07550) was shown to be under balancing selection,
suggesting the existence of multiple alleles in the P. infestans population.
4.4.9 Robustness of protein secondary structure to mutation
To predict mutations that could alter the role of the effector protein secondary
structure elements were examined for their ability to tolerate mutation. In the RxLR genes, alpha
helices and beta strands accumulated more mutations than coils. In general, more SNPs occurred
in the alpha helix regions. Furthermore, the alpha helices seem to accept more synonymous and
nonsynonymous mutations and they are more robust to mutations than other regions.
Interestingly, one Avr gene with an NLS motif (PITG_18683), two Avr (PITG_07550,
PITG_21388) and five NLS-RxLR genes (PITG_12276, PITG_15038, PITG_15225,
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PITG_22798, PITG_23193) showed a conversion of secondary structure elements in the effector
domain that was induced by a single-site mutation. (Fig 4.5).
4.4.10 Expression analysis
To investigate the regulation of gene expression, five RxLR genes including
PITG_12276, PITG_15038, PITG_19994, PITG_22978 and PITG_22990 were chosen. All of
the selected genes had an NLS motif in which three of them have undergone diversifying
selection (PITG_12276, PITG_22978 and PITG_22990). The NLS-RxLR gene PITG_15038
showed high rate of secondary structure changes due to mutations, whereas PITG_19994 had no
variants. To determine the expression pattern of these genes during infection, cDNA reverse
transcribed from six time points were used to conduct RT-PCR. Across all the selected genes, the
RxLR genes PITG_22798 and PITG_15038 were upregulated at early stages of infection (24hpi
and 48 hpi) in both S. lycopersicum and S. pimpinellifolium (Fig 4.6). Furthermore, RT-PCR
revealed that the RxLR genes PITG_ 19994 and PITG_12276 were also upregulated but only at
the necrotrophic phase of infection, whereas PITG_22990 was not induced in any stages of
infection (Fig 4.6).
4.5 Discussion
In this study, we conducted comprehensive comparative genomic analyses and
investigated the molecular evolution, the presence/absence polymorphism and diversity of RxLR
in Phytophthora clade 1c species. Loss or mutation in RxLR genes can evade recognition and
facilitate infection. This study showed that P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis had fewer RxLR genes
compared to P. infestans Most of the Avr genes were detected in P. infestans, except Avr1,
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suggesting their importance in pathogenesis. The RxLR genes were also shown to harbor more
diversity compared to core orthologous genes, as speculated and were shown to be under
balancing selection of multiple haplotypes.
Oomycete effectors are secreted at different sites of the host (Kamoun, 2006). The known
RxLR effectors that have Avr activities have been reported to be translocated inside the plant cell
(Schornack et al., 2009). This study identified 47 RxLR encoding genes that are predicted to
have NLS motifs in their C-termini and were therefore, predicted to move to the nucleus and
possibly activate or manipulate host gene expression. The NLS-RxLR effector PITG_22279 has
been previously reported to target the host nucleus and cause cell death in an agroinfiltration
assay using Nicotiana benthamiana (Wang et al., 2017). Interestingly, the study by Wang et al.
(2017) showed that intentional changes to the NLS region of PITG_22279 disabled localization
of the protein in the nucleus which may have prevented the induction of cell death.
The RxLR genes products can be recognized by large arsenals of immune receptors
called resistance (R) proteins that activate host defense. This interaction is called the "gene-forgene" response and has been inferred in many plant-pathogen interactions, independent of a past
history of breeding. Gene-for-gene refers to the observation that specific genotypes of the host
are resistant to specific genotypes of the pathogen. However, the effectors are believed to have
undergone evolutionary forces (Hogenhout, Van der Hoorn, Terauchi, & Kamoun, 2009;
Kamoun, 2007). In fact, high rates of sequence polymorphisms and amino acid changes have
been observed in effector proteins, because they rapidly evolve under diversifying selection (Liu
et al., 2004; Win et al., 2007). The current study identified 11 RxLR genes with signatures of
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diversifying selection. This knowledge can provide insight into genetic engineering and can
greatly facilitate the search for novel resistance genes.
The discovery of novel resistance genes has been challenging for many years. In P.
infestans, nucleotide substitutions and gene expression polymorphism have been described as
possible mechanisms for the loss of Avr genes in order to overcome resistance genes (Bos et al.,
2010; Gilroy et al., 2011; van Poppel et al., 2008). The Avr1 gene was missing from most of the
P. infestans isolates, but it was present in the US-1 and US- 22 lineages. The loss of Avr1 from
P. infestans in the modern samples, except US-22, might be due to R1 gene deployment. A study
by Yoshida et al. (2013) has shown that the Avr1 gene has been lost in the modern isolates of P.
infestans , except one isolate belonging to the US-22 lineage. The current study confirmed that
the three tested US-22 isolates have an intact Avr1 gene with no sequence variation. Absence of
Avr1 in the modern isolates, except US-22 may suggest that the US-1 lineage could be a possible
parent in the emergence of the US-22 lineage. Another important Avr gene, Avr3a was present in
all the isolates of P. infestans, but absent in P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis. This suggests that the
Avr3a gene in P. infestans is associated with pathogenesis. The Avr3a gene contains two forms:
Avr3aK80I103 and Avr3E80M103. The Avr3aKI forms can induce resistance in the presence of R3a
gene, whereas the Avr3aEM forms are pathogenic on plant harboring R3a gene. The Avr3aEM
form has been shown to evolve under diversifying selection to avoid resistance (Bos et al., 2006;
Martin et al., 2013). Our observation of KI and EM variants is consistent with previous reports
(Cooke et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2013; J. Yin et al., 2017). Only the isolates of the US-1 lineage
and 1306 were observed to be homozygous KI. The rest of the isolates were either EM
homozygous or EM/KI heterozygous. This EM homozygous or EM/KI heterozygous isolates
have shown to be virulent on plant with R3a gene (Cooke et al., 2012). Recently, the P. infestans
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isolates from China have been shown to be EM homozygous (Yin et al. 2017) with only three
nonsynonymous positions. In our study, the Avr3a gene from diverse samples showed more
segregating sites than previous reports (J. Yin et al., 2017; Yoshida et al., 2013). Furthermore,
the current study showed that BOC value for Avr4 was less than 100 in most isolates, because the
Avr4 gene was probably truncated. Early stop codons leading to truncated protein have been
described as a mechanism to overcome R4 gene mediated resistance (van Poppel et al., 2008).
The Avrblb1 and Avrblb2 genes showed an increase in the number of nucleotide haplotypes in P.
infestans compared to other Avr genes.
High levels of genetic variation in RxLR genes play an important role in the evolution of
a population. Genetic variation can be caused by a single nucleotide mutation (Raffaele &
Kamoun, 2012). Furthermore, a single mutation can alter the structure of a protein which may
result in loss of biological functions (Lodish et al., 2000). In this study, several RxLR genes
showed changes in protein secondary structure that was caused by a single mutation. This is
important because mutations that lead to pathogenesis have been reported to change the
secondary structure of the protein (Abrusán & Marsh, 2016). Also, it was notable that mutations
mostly occurred on the alpha helices, suggesting that this secondary structural element can
tolerate more variation (SNPs) than other elements. Previous studies on human genome similarly
showed that the alpha helices are more robust to SNPs (Abrusán & Marsh, 2016).
The oomycete RxLR effectors are known to have different expression patterns during
infection of the host. Several RxLR effectors with Avr activities, including Avr3a, Avr1d, Avr4
and Avrblb have been reported to be expressed early during infection (Haas et al., 2009; W. Yin
et al., 2013). This study showed that the RxLR effectors PITG_15038 and PITG_22798 were
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upregulated during the biotrophic phase of infection (24 hpi) by P. infestans in both cultivated
and wild tomatoes. Similar to this study, Wang et al. (2017) found that the effector gene
PITG_22798 was expressed during early stages of potato infection. On the other hand, a few
effector genes such as PiNPP1.1 has been reported to be upregulated later during infection of
tomato. Likewise, in the current study, two of the RxLR genes PITG_12276 and PITG_19994
showed expression at the necrotrophic phase of the infection in both Solanum species.
In conclusion, this study showed that the P. infestans isolates have retained the RxLR
genes including Avr genes, suggesting their importance in host-pathogen interactions. In
contrast, P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis had significantly fewer RxLR and Avr genes.
Furthermore, 220 core RxLR effectors were identified to be conserved among three clade 1c
species. These core RxLR effectors can be used as key targets in developing late blight resistant
crops. This study also showed that diversifying selection has operated on 11 RxLR genes.
Knowing the evolutionary history gives us insights into how quickly a pathogen can evolve
novel infection strategies. This knowledge, in turn, can help to shape plant breeding programs for
long-term crop protection.
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Table 4.1 Isolates of P. infestans, P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae used in the study.
Species/Strain
P. infestans
1306_2
blue13
P13527
P13626
NL07434
DDR7602
LBUS5
RS2009P1
US040009
FP-GCC
P10127
IN2009T1
US10006
P17777
BL2009P4
FL2009P4
ND822Pi
Pic97146/inf2
Pic97335/inf3
Pic97750/inf5
Pic97785/inf6
P10650
P. ipomoeae
PIP-07-001/ipo1
PIP-07-003/ipo2
PIP-07-096/ipo4
PIP-07-097/ipo5
P. mirabilis

Genotype

Accession no. †

Origin

Year

Reference

…
…
…
…
…
US-1
US-1
US-8
US-8
US-11
US-18
US-22
US-22
US-22
US-23
US-23
US-24
…
…
…
…
…

…
ERS226850
ERS226844
ERS226845
ERS226846
ERS226848
ERS226849
ERS258000
…
…
ERS241587
ERS258001
…
ERS226847
ERS258002
…
…
…
…
…
…
ERS241584

California
England
Ecuador
Ecuador
The Netherlands
Germany
South Africa
Pennsylvania
New York
New York
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Kentucky
New York
Pennsylvania
Kentucky
North Dakota
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

Unknown
2006
2002
2003
2007
1976
2005
2009
Unknown
Unknown
2002
2009
2009
2009
2009
Unknown
1997
1997
1997
1997
2004

Knaus et. (2016)
Cooke et al. (2012)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Martin et al. (2013)
B. Knaus et al. (2016)
B. Knaus et al. (2016)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Martin et al. (2013)
B. Knaus et al. (2016)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Martin et al. (2013)
B. Knaus et al. (2016)
B. Knaus et al. (2016)
Goss et al. (2014)
Goss et al. (2014)
Flier et al. (2002)
Goss et al. (2014)
Yoshida et al. (2013)

…
…
…
…

…
…
…
…

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1999
1999
1999
1999

Current study
Current study
Current study
Current study
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PM-07-001/mir1
PM-07-099/mir4
PM-07-100/mir5
P7722
† Whole-genome

…
…
…
…

…
…
…
ERS241588

Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

1999
1999
1999
1992

sequencing was conducted for the strains with no accession numbers.

Current study
Current study
Current study
Yoshida et al. (2013)
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Table 4.2 The universal and gene-specific primers used in reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).

Primers

Sequence 5´–3´

Reference

COX2-F

GGCAAATGGGTTTTCAAGATCC

COX2-R

CCATGATTAATACCACAAATTTCACTAC

Hudspeth, Nadler, and
Hudspeth (2000)
Hudspeth et al. (2000)

12276-F

ACTCTTTGCAAGCGCCAAAG

Current study

12276-R

ATCTGTGCGACGACCCTTTT

Current study

15038-F

TCTTCTGGCCAATCCGCAAT

Current study

15038-R

CAGTCTGCATCCTCTTGGCA

Current study

19994-F

GGTGCGGATATGGTCTCCAG

Current study

19994-R

TGTCGTCTGCTGCGTTAAGT

Current study

22798-F

AACAAGTTAGCTGCGGTCGA

Current study

22798-R

GAGCTCGGATCCAGACCTTG

Current study

22990-F

GAGAGCTGGCCAAGGACTTT

Current study

22990-R

CACCTTTGGGGATGTACGCT

Current study
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Table 4.3 Number of well characterized avirulence genes, nucleotide haplotypes and haplotype diversity observed in P. infestans, P.
mirabilis, and P. ipomoeae.

P. infestans (22)†

P. mirabilis (4)

P. ipomoeae (4)

Avr gene

Isolates‡

Haplotypes

HD§

Isolates

Haplotypes

HD

Isolates

Haplotypes

HD

Avr1

5

5

0.67

…¶

…

…

4

4

0.78

Avr2

22

2

0.13

1

2

1

4

2

0.43

Avr3a

22

5

0.65

…

…

…

……

…

…

Avr4

21

8

0.69

…

…

…

……

…

…

Avrblb1

22

13

0.87

1

2

1

…

…

…

Avrblb2

17

13

0.69

4

1

0

…

…

…

AvrSmira1

22

5

0.73

4

8

1

4

8

1

AvrSmira2

22

12

0.57

3

5

0.93

…

…

…

Avrvnt1

22

8

0.67

4

4

0.86

4

4

0.78

†

Sample size is indicated in parentheses.

‡

Number of isolates carrying the avirulence gene.

§

Haplotype diversity.

¶

Genes inferred as missing using BOC of less than 0.90.
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Table 4.4 Analysis of Tajima’s D value for the avirulence genes using whole gene sequence and
C-terminal sequence for all three Phytophthora species.
Avr genes

Whole gene sequence

C-terminal sequence

Pinf_D

Pmir_D

Pipo_D

Pinf_D

Pmir_D

Pipo_D

Avr1

-0.51

…†

0.42

-0.56

…

0.38

Avr2

-0.38

…

0.33

…

…

0.33

Avr3a

0.82

…

…

0.59

…

…

Avr4

0.02

…

…

0.85

…

…

Avrblb1

1.08

…

…

1.33

…

…

Avrblb2

-0.25

…

…

-0.11

…

…

AvrSmira1

2.61‡

0.63

0.67

2.43*

1.02

0.67

AvrSmira2

0.72

-0.82

…

0.86

-0.67

…

Avrvnt1

0.83

1.79

-0.3

0.72

1.44

-0.3

†

Tajima’s D was not calculated for the genes that were missing (BOC value < 0.90) or did not
have enough sequences.

‡

Tajima’s D value was significantly different from zero (P < 0.05).
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Figure 4.1 Number of RxLR genes detected in three Phytophthora species relative to P. infestans
reference genome T30-4. Breadth of coverage (BOC) cutoff value was set at 0.90.
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Figure 4.2 Breadth of coverage for A) 10 avirulence and B) 47 NLS-RxLR genes in
Phytophthora clade 1c genomes. The RxLR genes are indicated in rows and Phytophthora
genomes are shown in columns. Phytophthora infestans, P. ipomoeae and P. mirabilis are
indicated as P. inf, P. ipo and P. mir, respectively. Color indicates BOC value ranging from 0.90
(light green) to 1 (dark green). BOC value of less than 0.90 is indicated in white and, thus treated
as missing.
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Figure 4.3 Nucleotide diversity observed at core orthologous and RxLR genes in three
Phytophthora species. A) Nucleotide diversity of 218 conserved RxLR genes compared with
randomly selected 218 core orthologous genes for three Phytophthora species. B) Nucleotide
diversity at conserved RxLR genes compared to RxLR genes with presence/absence
polymorphism. Statistical differences were tested using Kruskal-Wallis test.
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Figure 4.4 Frequency distribution of sequence variation across RxLR genes: A) nonsynonymous
substitutions (a), B) synonymous substitutions (s) and C) the ratio (a/s) of nonsynonymous
substitutions to synonymous substitutions for the RxLR genes. A ratio of a/s less than 1
indicates purifying selection (a<s), a ratio of 1 indicates neutral selection and a ratio above 1
indicates balancing selection (a>s).
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Figure 4.5 Predicted changes in secondary structure of the NLS-RxLR gene PITG_22798 caused
by a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the C-terminal domain. The location of
polymorphisms are indicated by a star. The reference genome for Phytophthora infestans is
labeled T30. The two haplotypes for each isolate are labeled 0 and 1.
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Figure 4.6 Induction of NLS-RxLR genes during infection of P. infestans D12-2 on Solanum
species. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was conducted for five NLSRxLR genes, as well as the COX2 region on A) S. lycopersicum and B) S. pimpinellifolium. The
plants were inoculated with P. infestans D12-2 and samples were taken at six time points (0 hpi,
6hpi, 24 hpi, 48 hpi, 72 hpi and 96 hpi). Samples were loaded into the gel from left to right in the
following order: positive control (PC), 0 hpi, 6 hpi, 24 hpi, 48 hpi, 72 hpi, 96 hpi and negative
control. A 100 bp DNA ladder (L) was used for the size of the fragments on a gel, during
electrophoresis.
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5.1 Abstract
Sequencing reads that fail to map against a reference genome are often ignored in whole
genome sequencing studies. There is growing evidence that the reads which fail to map to a
reference genome might provide insight into biological functions. Thus, we hypothesized that
unmapped reads represented critical aspects of the uniqueness of a strain and could be assembled
to predict strain specific genes. We first mapped the short reads from 22 Phytophthora
infestans isolates to the P. infestans reference strain T30-4 using bowtie2 and filtered the
unmapped reads. The number of reads that did not map to the reference strain ranged from 358%. We then performed de novo assembly with the velvet assembler using those unmapped
reads for each isolate and predicted the gene content using AUGUSTUS. Assembly size ranged
from 1.43 - 16 Mbp and the gene content ranged from 394-3938. Orthofinder was used to
identify orthologous gene clusters along with strain specific genes. We were able to identify 62
clusters with genes present from all 22 P. infestans isolates and a total of 1,554 singletons. These
newly identified genes had orthologs in other Phytophthora species which suggests that the
unmapped reads are not just contaminations and could potentially be used to improve the
reference genome.
5.2 Introduction
Use of whole genome sequence data has improved our understanding of the evolution of
genome architecture (Lander et al. 2001; Myers et al. 2000; Bevan and Walsh 2005; Haas et al.
2009). Whole genome sequence data can be analyzed and summarized in two major ways. First,
if the genome information is lacking for the organism of interest, then sequences at higher
coverage can be assembled to produce a reference genome (Lander et al. 2001; Myers et al.
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2000; Bevan and Walsh 2005; Haas et al. 2009). Second, if the reference genome is available
then the resequencing of isolates can be done at lower coverage in order to reduce the cost and
then short reads can be mapped to the reference genome to identify genomic variants. However,
during the process of mapping short reads to the reference genome some percentage of reads fail
to map (Whitacre et al. 2015; Weide et al. 2016; Gouin et al. 2015; Faber-Hammond and Brown
2016b; Singla 2016; Zarif Saffari 2012; Faber-Hammond and Brown 2016a). The degree of
mapping percentage can vary depending on genetic relatedness of the reference strain and the resequenced strain. This results in a reference bias due to various factors: the reference genome is
not fully assembled; variants in resequenced samples fail to map because of error divergence
from the reference or indels. Reads that fail to map against the reference genome due to this bias
are often neglected for various reasons. However, there is growing evidence that these unmapped
reads might provide insight into novel variants and may contribute to our understanding of gene
content in an individual (Whitacre et al. 2015; Weide et al. 2016; Gouin et al. 2015; FaberHammond and Brown 2016b; Singla 2016; Zarif Saffari 2012; Faber-Hammond and Brown
2016a; Liu et al. 2014).
Assembly of reads that fail to map against the reference genome can provide critical new
insights into genome biology. Numerous papers discussing the significance of unmapped reads
in different species including aphids, Zebrafish, dogs, rats, rainbow trout and humans have been
published (Whitacre et al. 2015; Weide et al. 2016; Gouin et al. 2015; Faber-Hammond and
Brown 2016b; Singla 2016; Faber-Hammond and Brown 2016a; Liu et al. 2014). For example,
Sherman et al. (2018) has shown that the presence of more genetic sequences by deep
sequencing and assembling the unmapped reads from African human population compared to the
reference human genome (GRCh38) with the higher aim of creating a human pan-genome.
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Similarly, assembly of unmapped reads from dogs was able to close 12,503 gaps in the canine
reference genome (Holden et al. 2018). Arniella et al. (2018) identified novel genes in rainbow
trout by assembling the unmapped reads which were then shown to have a role in
magnetoreception. Additionally, potential contaminants were also identified but at a low
frequency. All of this work points towards the common theme of reference bias, identification of
novel genes and suggests the possibility of improvement of the reference genome.
The oomycete plant pathogen Phytophthora infestans causes potato and tomato late
blight. The reference genome of P. infestans strain T30-4 revealed extensive repetitive regions
(74 %) and a large genome size compared to other Phytophthora species (Haas et al. 2009).
Although the reference genome has been used for numerous resequencing studies, the
importance of unmapped reads have not been evaluated (Yoshida et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2013;
Knaus et al. 2019; Cooke et al. 2012). Only two studies thus far have assembled unmapped reads
from P. infestans (Martin et al. 2013; Cooke et al. 2012). Cooke et al. (2012) first assembled the
unmapped reads from the 06_392A strain (aka "blue13") of P. infestans to produce a 2.77 Mbp
de novo assembly and identified 6 candidate RxLR effector genes absent from the T30-4
reference strain. Another study by Martin et al. (2013) also performed the de novo assembly of
unmapped reads of historic and modern lineages of P. infestans to produce a total assembly of 45 Mbp for each modern isolates and 110-134 Mbp assembly for each herbarium isolates from the
1800s. Only 5 novel RxLR genes were identified from modern P. infestans isolates and none
from the herbarium samples. There are two limitations to the studies by Cooke et al. (2012) and
Martin et al. (2013). First, both studies focused only on identifying RxLR genes from the de
novo assembly of unmapped reads and ignored other gene families. Second, in both studies
isolates belonging to clonally reproducing lineages were analyzed. P. infestans is known to
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reproduce sexually in Mexico at its center of origin and clonally reproduce in most of the rest of
the world (Grünwald and Flier 2005; Goss et al. 2014; Shakya et al. 2018). Given that more
genetic variation is observed in sexual populations we might expect reference bias to be higher
for sexually reproducing P. infestans populations compared to clonal lineages.
In this study, we aimed to quantify the magnitude of reference bias in sexually and
clonally reproducing P. infestans by quantifying the percentage of reads that fail to map against
the reference genome. We hypothesized that sexually reproducing individuals are genetically
diverse compare to clonally reproducing isolates thus resulting in increased reference bias. We
also aimed to identify genes missing from the reference T30-4 isolate and genes that are specific
to each isolate. Identification of a core set of genes from the de novo assembly of unmapped
reads can improve the reference genome in terms of gene content. Our final aim was to identify
novel RxLR and CRN genes which plays role in the process of plant colonization.
5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 P. infestans isolates, filtering unmapped reads and de novo assembly
Whole genome sequences of P. infestans isolates were downloaded from NCBI
( Table 5.1) Reads from each P. infestans isolate were first mapped to the P. infestans reference
genome T30-4 using bowtie2 v 2.2.3 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). Unmapped reads were
filtered from the SAM (sequence alignment map) file using samtools flag -f 4 (Li et al. 2009).
The short-read assembler velvet was used to assemble the filtered reads that didn’t map to the
reference genome (Zerbino and Birney 2008). The velvet assembler provides flexibility in kmer
length selection and allows filtering of contigs by size. Velvetoptimiser was used to identify the
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optimum kmer value for assembly. Minimum contig length was set to 500bp for the assembly.
Assembly statistics are presented in Table 5.2.
5.3.2 Gene prediction using de novo assembly
Gene prediction was done using the ab initio gene prediction tool, AUGUSTUS (Stanke
and Morgenstern 2005). AUGUSTUS is a gene prediction tool for eukaryotes and uses a
generalized hidden Markov model. AUGUSTUS software has previously defined parameters for
model organisms but not for P. infestans. Therefore, we first trained the software using transcript
data from reference P. infestans strain to improve gene calling. Only complete genes were called
using AUGUSTUS by specifying the parameter “complete genes”. The number of predicted
genes are reported in Table 5.2.
5.3.3 Orthologous gene clustering
Orthofinder was used to identify homologous gene clusters (Emms and Kelly 2015).
Orthofinder uses all-versus-all blast and Markov Clustering algorithm to identify orthologous
gene clusters. The number of genes in each orthologous cluster and the sample specific genes are
placed in separate files which makes it easier for visualization. The number of genes in each
orthologous cluster and strain specific genes (singletons) were plotted using the R package
ggplot (Wickham 2009). Gene duplication events were also identified using Orthofinder.
5.3.4 Identification of candidate RxLR and CRN genes
RxLR and CRN genes are well studied in Phytophthora and known to be involved in
pathogenicity. We used regular expressions to search for candidate RxLR and CRN genes using
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the R package effectR (Tabima and Grünwald 2019). Newly identified RxLR and CRN gene
lengths were computed and compared against gene lengths observed in the T30-4 reference
genome. Candidate RxLR and CRN genes were tested for the presence of encoded signal
peptides using SignalP 5.0 (Armenteros et al. 2019). A second round of orthologous clustering
was performed only using the newly identified RxLR genes to identify RxLR genes unique to
each strain of P. infestans.
5.3.5 Homologs identification
To identify the potential homologs, the longest gene from each orthologous group was
selected and grouped to produce a single fasta file of the predicted protein. The AAI profiler was
used to identify homologs (Medlar et al. 2018). The AAI-profiler is a homology identification
tool that computes the amino acid identity (AAI) between the query proteome against the
Uniprot database. The amino acid identity cutoff value was set to 50% to reduce potential biases
due to short matches. The resulting taxonomic information was visualized using the R package
metacoder (Foster et al. 2017).
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Variation in the percentage of unmapped reads, assembly size and gene content
Large variation (3 to 58) in the percentage of unmapped reads was observed among the
22 individuals of P. infestans studied here. The P. infestans isolate from the Netherlands
(NL07434) had the smallest percentage (3.61%) of unmapped reads whereas the isolate
PIC97146 from Mexico had the highest percentage (58.09%) of unmapped reads. The majority
of the isolates had unmapped reads less than 20%, and only 6 isolates had unmapped reads
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greater than 20 % out of which 4 were from Mexico, and the other two belonged to the US-8
clonal and US-18 clonal lineages (Fig 5.1A). The assembly size using the unmapped reads
ranged from 1.43 Mbp to 16 Mbp. Most of the assemblies were slightly smaller than 5 Mb;
however, three isolates originating from Mexico had assembly size greater than 10 Mbp (Fig
5.1B). Contigs N50 was also highest for those three isolates from Mexico (Fig 5.1C). For
majority of the isolates, the number of predicted genes were slightly less than 1000 except for
three isolates from Mexico (Fig 5.1D).
5.4.2 Identification of orthologous gene cluster
Orthofinder was used to identify orthologous gene clusters. A total of 21,465 ab initio
predicted genes were used to identify orthologous gene clusters. Out of 21,465 genes only
19,911 genes were classified into 2766 orthologous gene clusters. Orthologous clusters were
sorted by the number of gene content and plotted. First orthologous gene cluster had the
maximum of 218 genes. Three isolates from Mexico (PIC97785, PIC97335 and PIC97146)
which had more predicted genes, had genes occurring in almost 2000 orthologous gene clusters
(Fig 5.2A). Genes that could not be classified into any orthologous cluster, known as singletons,
were identified for each sample and plotted (Fig 5.2B). Two isolates ND822Pi (US-24 lineage)
and DDR7602 (US-1 lineage) had no singleton genes whereas isolate PIC97146 had the highest
number of singleton genes followed by the 1306_2 isolate (Fig 5.2B). PIC97146 had the highest
number of gene duplication events compared to other isolates.
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5.4.3 Candidate RxLR and CRN genes prediction
Candidate RxLR and CRN genes were first identified based on the presence of RxLR and
LFLAK motifs respectively (Fig 5.3). Isolate PIC97750 had the highest number of RxLR genes
followed by isolate RS2009P1 (US-8 lineage). Three isolates (ND822Pi, FP-GCC, and
PIC97335) had no RxLR genes from the assembly of unmapped reads (Fig 5.3A). Abundance of
CRN genes was low compared to RxLR genes. Isolate 06_3928A (blue13) had the highest
number (4) of CRN genes. Candidate RxLR and CRN genes were also tested for the presence of
an encoded signal peptide which is involved in secretion of the effector. The majority of
candidate CRN genes, based on the LFLAK motif, did not have aencode signal peptides (Fig
5.3B). Only four isolates (P17777, 06_3928A, PIC97785 and PIC97146) had a CRN gene with
an encoded signal peptide. Newly predicted RxLR and CRN gene length distributions were
compared with RxLR and CRN gene length distribution from the T30-4 reference genome (Fig
5.4). Clustering of RxLR genes into orthologous groups identified shared and unique RxLR
genes from the assembly of unmapped reads. Nine isolates had at least one unique RxLR gene
whereas isolate PIC97146 and PIC97750 had 3 and 2 unique RxLR genes respectively.
5.4.4 Genes from the assembly of unmapped reads have homologs in other Phytophthora
species and bacteria
AAI-profiler was used to identify homologs which uses a query proteome to search
against the Uniprot database. The majority of genes had homologs in other closely related
Phytophthora species (Fig 5.5A). These genes were primarily annotated as uncharacterized
proteins in Phytophthora but also included a few carbohydrate degrading enzymes and necrosis
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inducing proteins (NPP). Some of the genes had homologs in bacteria primarily Paenibacillus
species (Fig 5.5B). These included MFS and ABC transporter genes and transcriptional regulator
genes (AraC, LysR, GntR, LacI). A very similar pattern was revealed with singleton genes which
had homologs in Phytophthora and Paenibacillus species (Fig 5.6).
5.5 Discussion
Here, we demonstrated the phenomenon of reference bias in the late blight pathogen P.
infestans. Reference bias is observed because the reference genome fails to capture the genomic
diversity at the population level (Whitacre et al. 2015; Weide et al. 2016; Gouin et al. 2015;
Faber-Hammond and Brown 2016b; Singla 2016; Zarif Saffari 2012; Faber-Hammond and
Brown 2016a; Liu et al. 2014). Quantifying the percentage of reads that fail to map to the
reference genome is one way of measuring the reference bias. Our work on P. infestans shows
this bias can range from 3 to 60 percent of reads. We then assembled and predicted genes using
these unmapped reads and identified genes that were not represented in the reference genome.
These newly identified genes have homologs in other Phytophthora species and a bacterial
genus, Paenibacillus.
Cooke et al. (2012) and Martin et al. (2013) previously assembled unmapped reads from
a few isolates of P. infestans. An assembly size of 3-5 Mbp was observed in both studies. We
observed very similar assembly sizes for most of our isolates with few exceptions. For the
majority of the isolates, the total assembly size was below 8 Mbp; however, three isolates
(PIC97785, PIC97335, and PIC97146) had assembly sizes larger than 10 Mbp. The majority of
the isolates with an assembly size less than 8 Mbp are usually the ones which belong to clonal
lineages. Assembly sizes reported by Cooke et al. (2012) and Martin et al. (2013) were based on
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clonally reproducing isolates. The three samples (PIC97785, PIC97335, and PIC97146) with the
highest percentage of unmapped reads and assembly sizes larger than 10 Mbp were isolated from
central Mexico. Central Mexico is the center of origin of P. infestans where it reproduces
sexually (Goss et al. 2014; Shakya et al. 2018). This high percentage of unmapped reads and
assembly sizes for these three isolates is not unusual and probably represent the high genetic
diversity of P. infestans found in central Mexico. A similar result was observed by Sherman et
al. (2018) who identified almost 10 % more DNA content in the African human population
compared to the reference human genome.
The number of genes predicted from the assembly of unmapped reads were slightly less
than 1,000 for the majority of the isolates. Increased gene content was observed for the same
three isolates which had assembly sizes greater than 10 Mbp. Orthologous and paralogous
clustering of the genes revealed that increased gene duplication events were responsible for the
increased gene count. Copy number variation and change in ploidy has been observed for P.
infestans previously (Li et al. 2017; Knaus et al. 2019). Very few pathogenicity genes (RxLR and
CRN) were identified from the de novo assembly similar to what has been reported by Cooke et
al. (2012) and Martin et al. (2013). Most of the candidate RxLR genes showed the presence of
and encoded signal peptide but this was not true for candidate CRN genes. Crinkler (CRN) genes
are known to be difficult to identify the encoded signal peptide (Stam et al. 2013). The presence
of a signal peptide, RxLR or LFLAK motif and an appropriate gene length suggests a functional
pathogenicity gene.
The majority of the newly predicted genes have homologs in other Phytophthora species
and Paenibacillus bacteria. The genus Phytophthora is known to harbor numerous pathogenicity
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genes encoding RxLRs, crinklers and carbohydrate degrading enzymes (Haas et al. 2009;
Adhikari et al. 2013; Stam et al. 2013; Cooke et al. 2012). The presence of these genes in the
assembly of unmapped reads in not surprising given the abundance of these genes in the genome.
Similarly, homologs of genes in Paenibacillus species could be because of horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) from bacteria to Phytophthora. HGT has been primarily described in prokaryotes
but there is evidence of horizontal gene transfer between bacteria and the oomycete pathogen,
Phytophthora (McCarthy and Fitzpatrick 2016; Levy et al. 2018).
Here, we demonstrate the phenomenon of reference bias with the genome of the potato
late blight pathogen, Phytophthora infestans. This bias is primarily due to the singularity of the
reference genome which fails to capture the genomic diversity of a population. Assembling the
reads which fail to map to the reference genome could be one of the ways to correct for this
reference bias and de novo gene prediction can provide insight into novel gene content for each
individual. For a plant pathogen like P. infestans which can reproduce both sexually and
asexually, the reference bias varied depending on its mode of reproduction. P. infestans isolates
originating from Mexico had a significantly greater percentage of unmapped reads compared to
clonal lineages. This was expected given the high genetic diversity of isolates found in Mexico.
Very few novel RxLR and CRN genes were identified from the assembly of unmapped reads
suggesting that the reference P. infestans isolate covers a majority of RxLR and CRN genes.
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Figure 5.1. Analyses of unmapped reads (reads that fail to map against the reference genome P. infestans T30-4 strain) of P. infestans
isolates. A. Percentage reads that failed to map to the reference genome. B. de novo assembly size using unmapped reads. C.
Assembly N50. D. Number of predicted genes from de novo assembly of unmapped reads. X-axis in the above graph represents each
isolate.
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Figure 5.2. Orthologous gene clusters and number of singleton genes. A. Number of orthologous groups containing genes from each
P. infestans isolate. B. Number of singletons (genes found only in that strain).
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Figure 5.3 Predicted candidate RxLR (red) and CRN (blue) genes based on presence of the RxLR or LFLAK motif respectively (A)
and also presence of signal peptide (B). Signal peptide was predicted using SignalP (Armenteros et al. 2019).
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Figure 5.4 Distribution of amino acid length of predicted (A) RxLR and (B) CRN genes and comparison with the P. infestans
reference strain T30-4 (red).
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Figure 5.5 Genes identified from the assembly of unmapped reads have homologs in (A) Phytophthora and (B) Paenibacillus species.
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Figure 5.6 Singleton genes identified from the assembly of unmapped reads have homologs in Phytophthora and Paenibacillus
species.
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Table 5.1 Isolates of P. infestans used in the study.
Isolate

Genotype

Accession no.

Origin

Year

1306_2
blue13
P13527
P13626
NL07434
DDR7602
LBUS5
RS2009P1
US040009
FP-GCC
P10127
IN2009T1
US10006
P17777
BL2009P4
FL2009P4
ND822Pi
Pic97146/inf2
Pic97335/inf3
Pic97750/inf5
Pic97785/inf6
P10650

…
…
…
…
…
US-1
US-1
US-8
US-8
US-11
US-18
US-22
US-22
US-22
US-23
US-23
US-24
…
…
…
…
…

…
ERS226850
ERS226844
ERS226845
ERS226846
ERS226848
ERS226849
ERS258000
PRJNA542680
PRJNA542680
ERS241587
ERS258001
PRJNA542680
ERS226847
ERS258002
PRJNA542680
PRJNA542680
PRJNA542680
PRJNA542680
PRJNA542680
PRJNA542680
ERS241584

California
England
Ecuador
Ecuador
The Netherlands
Germany
South Africa
Pennsylvania
New York
New York
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Kentucky
New York
Pennsylvania
Kentucky
North Dakota
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico

Unknown
2006
2002
2003
2007
1976
2005
2009
Unknown
Unknown
2002
2009
2009
2009
2009
Unknown
1997
1997
1997
1997
2004

Reference

Cooke et al. (2012)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Martin et al. (2013)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Martin et al. (2013)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
Martin et al. (2013)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Knaus et al. (2019)
Yoshida et al. (2013)
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Table 5.2 Summary table of assembly statistics for P. infestans reads that didn’t map to the reference strain.

Isolate
Genotype % unmapped reads
1306_2
11.72
06_3928A
4.15
P13527
10.03
P13626
9.64
NL07434
3.61
US-1
DDR7602
6.93
US-1
LBUS
6.93
US-8
RS2009P1
22.83
US-8
US0400009
8.93
US-11
FP-GCC
8.71
US-18
P10127
29.16
US-22
IN2009T1
10.9
US-22
US100006
8.4
US-22
P17777
3.97
US-23
BL2009P4
8.8
US-23
FL2009P4
6.05
US-24
ND822Pi
6.7
PIC97146
58.09
PIC97335
42.58
PIC97750
14.12
PIC97785
31.66
P10650
31.3

kmer
35
49
49
47
53
49
49
51
29
35
57
51
29
49
51
29
31
69
75
55
75
57

Assembly
size (Mbp)
4.65
2.52
3.75
3.59
3.31
4.79
4.80
5.98
2.72
3.97
2.72
6.72
6.71
4.35
4.97
2.45
2.86
15.97
10.31
5.553
10.75
1.430

Number of contigs
5483
2649
4310
3859
3117
5430
5441
6630
3175
4430
3161
7181
5949
4234
5529
2781
3056
2123
2520
6525
2776
1762

N50
817
980
855
934
1124
872
869
858
836
897
842
893
1184
1071
860
865
949
150474
207930
811
192180
789

Largest
contig (bp)
9701
8708
7097
8173
28792
8615
8170
13237
5676
13314
9075
16960
24502
19913
13429
8482
10113
667578
1481946
12823
1485270
5051

Gene count
1216
498
474
611
632
448
435
934
566
629
735
952
857
720
808
394
417
3938
2254
1245
2240
462
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Chapter 6
Summary
This dissertation improves our limited understanding of the phylogeography and
evolution of genomes of Phytophthora species. Usually, populations at their center of origin are
characterized by increased genetic diversity due to the presence of both mating types resulting in
sexual reproduction, and evolution of phylogenetically closely related species (Grünwald and
Flier 2005; Goss et al. 2014; O’Hanlon et al. 2018). This has been well documented for the late
blight pathogen P. infestans which is thought to have originated in central Mexico. Two other
closely related species, P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae also evolved in central Mexico supporting
this hypothesis. P. mirabilis and P. ipomoeae are pathogens on Mirabilis jalapa and Ipomoeae
longipedunculata, respectively (Flier et al. 2002; Raffaele et al. 2010a). This host specificity is
thought to be associated with the evolution of specific pathogenicity factors (Raffaele et al.
2010a). We performed a comparative genomic study for these three closely related Phytophthora
species to study RxLR gene conservation. Similarly, genome and transcriptome features like
recombination, copy number variation and gene expression play an important role in determining
virulence, pathogenicity and host specificity (Knaus et al. 2019; Raffaele et al. 2010b; Li et al.
2017). Thus, it is very important to understand the changes occurring in these genomes that will
lead to the identification of critical genes. One such example is trying to identify the core
important effector genes because they are involved in virulence and in avirulence given the
presence of corresponding resistance genes. Identification of conserved avirulence genes is the
first step towards screening for disease resistance genes.
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Phytophthora species have caused disease losses for more than 150 years (Fry et al.
2015). One of the reasons for the emergence and re-emergence of these pathogens lies in the
plasticity of their genomes (Haas et al. 2009; Raffaele et al. 2010a). Sexual reproduction in
Phytophthora species can be from frequent to rare depending on species and geography (Goss et
al. 2014; Grünwald et al. 2012; Arentz 2017). In the case of P. cinnamomi, our work supported a
sexual mode of reproduction and high genetic diversity in Asia suggesting Asia as its center of
origin as speculated previously, whereas in the rest of the world we observed two dominant
panglobal lineages of A2 mating types. Migration of the pathogen out of its center of origin has
led to severe yield loss in field crops and also threatened biodiversity in the past whether it was
P. infestans out of central Mexico or P. cinnamomi out of Asia (Goss et al. 2014; Engelbrecht et
al. 2017).
Disease management can be improved with resistance. However, breeding for resistance
requires knowledge of conserved, secreted effectors with known avirulence phenotypes
(Armstrong et al. 2005; Du et al. 2015). There are roughly 300-500 RxLR effectors in each
Phytophthora species, but not all of them are functional (Haas et al. 2009; Tyler et al. 2006).
Which effectors are important and which ones are dispensable without losing virulence are
important questions to answer. Here we searched for core effectors within closely related clade
1c Phytophthora species. P. infestans has an unusually high number of RxLR genes compared to
other Phytophthora species. Our approach of mapping short reads from three Phytophthora
species to the P. infestans reference genome resulted in ascertainment bias in gene calling. This
bias due to the reference genome was addressed by assembling and calling genes using the reads
that failed to map to the P. infestans reference genome.
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To summarize, organisms with a dual mode of reproduction (sexual and asexual) such as
Phytophthora have been recognized as a problem for more than a century now (Fry et al. 2015).
The broad host range of some Phytophthora species has created substantial negative impacts
including losses in crop yield and ecosystem biodiversity. We want to believe that our
understanding of the diversity and evolution of the genes in Phytophthora genomes has
improved a lot substantially. The thesis presented here focuses on improving our understanding
of the signatures of a population at its center of origin and outside. Invasion and establishment of
certain pathogen genotypes from a diverse population can lead to unprecedented problems. In
such cases proper quarantine is extremely helpful to keep pathogens out of certain areas.
Similarly, knowledge about the diversity of the pathogenicity genes (RxLR and CRN) is key to
the search and deployment of resistance genes. Certain effector genes are indispensable in the
genome and therefore these effector genes could be targeted to breed for disease resistance. Our
current approach uses short sequencing reads mapped to a reference genome to call SNPs to
reconstruct allelic gene sequences. The limitation of this approach is that this fails to detect genes
that are absent from the reference genome or that map poorly. To overcome this issue, unmapped
reads could be assembled to predict novel genes. This work could be potentially expanded to
investigate the variation in other pathogenicity genes (other than RxLR and CRN) in
Phytophthora species and perform gene expression studies to identify core pathogenicity genes
that are constitutively expressed.
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